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could not have possibly entered into the composer’s 
mind and intention. 
Even if we do not go so far as to lay down a rule that 
the sott pedal ought not to be used for delicate passages^ 
in Scarlatti’s, Rameau’s, Bach's, and Handel’s works, 
for the reason that the pedal was invented at a much 
later period than that in which they wrote, we must 
protest against the growing and pernicious fashion of 
substituting for the venerable, quiet, sedate and digni¬ 
fied expression of these masters, the modern, rather 
exaggerated, and sometimes spasmodic character which 
most of the present performers consider the exponent 
of real feeling. “ Regard it as something abominable,” 
says Schumann, “ to meddle with the pieces* of good 
writers, either by alteration, by omission, or by the in- 
L traduction of new f angled ornaments. This is the great- 
I est indignity you can inflict on art.”—Carlyle Peter- 
SILEA. 
recitals at several of the leading seminaries. His recol¬ 
lections of the masters make his lectures of rare interest. 
The International Temple of Music will be one of the 
musical features of the Columbian Exposition. Concerts 
will be given by the greatest artists, societies, orchestras, 
etc., of the world. 
Wm. H. Sherwood continues his instructive recitals 
at Chicago, and takes three or four short tours each 
season, besides giving a series of recitals at the Chau¬ 
tauqua Summer Music School. 
PHILADELPHIA, PA., MAY, 1892, 
A Monthly Publication for the Teachers and Students of 
- Music. 
Subscription Bates 11.50 per year (payable in advance). 
Single Dopy, 16 cents. 
The courts have decided that all subscribers to newspapers are 
held responsible until arrearages are paid and their papers are 
ordered to be discontinued. FOREIGN. 
Nevada has made a tour in Spain. 
Josef Hofmann will study with Moszkowski. 
A Monument to Mozart is to be erected in Vienna. 
Ebenezer Prout is about to publish his new work on 
Double Counterpoint. 
Otto Hegner has met with great success in his con¬ 
certs given in London. 
Joseph Barnby has been elected Principal of the 
Guildhall School of Music. 
Hans von Bulow gave a concert for the reserve fund 
of the Philharmonic Orchestra. 
Ignaz Brull’s one act opera, “ Gringoire,” has 
made a great success in Munich. 
Dr. Richter will conduct the. concerts of the Vienna 
Musical and Dramatic Exhibition. 
Johann Strauss is expected t<5 make a tour of this 
cpuntry with his famous orchestra. 
Tolstoi’s oldest sou has composed a symphonic poem 
which is highly spoken of by the Russian critics. 
Anton Rubinstein and Saint Saens will give a concert 
at the Vienna Musical and Dramatic Exhibition. 
August Klugharet's oratorio, “Interment of Christ,” 
was sung at the Martin Luther Church in Dresden on 
Good Friday. 
Mme. Clara Schumann has resigned her post as 
principal professor of music in the Frankfort Conserv¬ 
atory on account of ill health. 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa, 
HOW PADEEEWSKI PLAYS, 
If words were perfume, color, wild desire; 
If poets’ songs were fire, 
That burned to blood in purple-pulsing veins ; 
If with a bird-like thrill the moments throbbed to 
hours; 
If summer’s rains 
Turned drop by drop to shy, sweet, maiden flowers ; 
If God made flowers with light and music in them, 
And saddened hearts could win them ; 
If loosened petals touched the ground 
With a caressing sound ; 
If love’s eyes uttered word 
No listening lover e’er before had heard ; 
If silent thoughts spake with a bugle’s voice ; 
If flame passed into song and cried, “ Rejoice I re¬ 
joice 1 ” 
If words could picture life’s, hope’s, heaven’s eclipse 
When the last kiss has fallen on dying eyes and lips ; 
If all of mortal woe 
Struck on one heart with breathless blow on blow; 
If melody were tears, and tears were starry gleams 
That shone in evening’s amethystine dreams ; 
HOME. 
Mme. Albani sailed for Europe April 23d. 
Max Strakosch died in New York, March 17th. 
Dr. Carl Martin is to sing in several of the May 
Festivals. 
Aus der Ohe will spend the summer in Germany and 
Switzerland. 
Edward Lloyd, the famous tenor of England, is now 
filling engagements in this country. 
D’Albert appears with the Boston Symphony Society 
at the Auditorium, Chicago, May 7th. 
The Connecticut Music Teachers’ Association is to be 
held in Bridgeport, July 5th, 6ih and 7th. 
Theodore Thomas now places the compositions of 
American composers on his programmes. 
Mr. J. De Zielinski gave a series of piano lecture 
recitals in Buffalo, N. Y., the past season. 
The Morgan Harp and Organ Matinees have been 
very popular during the past Lenten season. 
The American Composers’ Association gave their 
second concert April 28th, in New York City. 
Mme. Fannie Bloomfield-Zeisler played the Chopin 
F minor concerto with the Thomas Orchestra in Chicago. 
M. Steinert, of New Haven, Conn., will exhibit his 
celebrated collection of instruments at the Vienna Ex- 
Ah, yes, if notes were stars, each star a different hue, 
Trembling to earth in dew ; 
Or if the boreal pulsings, rose and white, 
Made a majestic music in the night; 
If all the orbs lost in the light of day 
In the deep, silent blue began their harps to play ; 
And when in frightening skies the lightnings flashed 
And storm-clouds crashed, 
If every stroke of light and sound were but excess 
beauty; 
SOMETHING ABOUT EXPEESSIOH. 
All exaggeration in feeling leads to caricature , and 
by the repeated application of the same mode of ex¬ 
pression to different subjects the style deteriorates into 
mannerism. The real beauty and effect of the crescendo 
and decrescendo, the accelerando and ritenuto, consist 
in their well-defined and carefully-weighed graduations, 
in their regulated growth and decline, in their increas¬ 
ing animation, and almost imperceptible return to 
calmness and quiet. 
Anachronism in feeling is another great mistake. No 
player has a right to introduce into a piece a feeling 
incompatible with the period in which it was written. 
If we were to play a simple, unpretentious) yet charm¬ 
ing, Gavotte of Sebastian Bach with the sams-'fire, 
energy and. dash which it is quite-right to infugbinto the 
execution of Weber’s brilliant Polacca in E major—if 
we were to play Handel’s “ Harmonious Blacksmith” 
in the same style ms Thalberg’s “ Home, sweet home”— 
this would be anachronism ; because we should be em- 
ploying certain means which the state of the instrument 
in Bach’s time did not admit, and therefore those effects 
hibition 
-If human syllables could e’er refashioh 
That fierce electric passion ; 
If other art could match (as were the poet’8 duty) 
The grieving, and the rapture, and the thunder 
Of that keen hour of wonder,— 
That light as if of heaven, that blackness as of hell 
How Paderewski plays then might I dare to tell. 
Kansas City musicians united in giving a concert of 
the compositions of Mr. Alfred Charles Moss, a musician 
of their city. 
Paderewski was greeted with an audience of immense 
size in his last New York City appearance. He carried 
away with him $50,000. 
The Cincinnati May Music Festival begins May 24th 
and ends the 28th. Seven programmes will be given, 
rendered by noted artists 
The American Music Society gave fourteen pieces by 
mtive l meri ian con >sers t its s - fa 1 s. ng, 1 
M son & Hamlin’s wareroonrs 
Mr. Franz Rummel’s series of historic piano recitals 
have been & feature of the past season in New York, and 
have been largely attended by musicians and students. 
How Paderewski plays 1 And was it he 
Or some disbodied spirit that had rushed 
From silence into singing fvjhat had crushed 
Into one startled hour a liteTf felicity. 
And highest bliss of knowledge—that all 1 A, ■- !■*>,' 
wrong 
Turns,-at th s 1 o be auty and to ong I 
Century. R. W. Gilder. 
90 ■ - THIS ETUDE. 
LETTEBS TO TEACHERS. 
BY V» S. B. MATHEWS. 
“ I am very much puzzled about a little pupil of mine, 
and'wish that I could obtain your advice with regard to 
her. She is a very backward child of ten ; in addition 
she is now almost entirely unable to use her eyes. Shfe 
is very fond of music, and has a correct ear, so that she 
catcl * oiecee very e ly 1 sing, but it is almost im 
possible to teach her to play either by ear or from read¬ 
ing. She has no application whatever, and what she 
knows one minute she forgets the next. What shall I 
do with her ? Her parents are very anxious she should 
learn to play ; she learned the letters on the keyboard 
very easily, but after three months of lessons every 
other day could not be sure of them on the start. •• Gan 
'i uggea l mpl arra gemen of familii melo¬ 
dies that I might teach her without her being obliged 
o use he yes Wh it * il 1 ibsolutel the best 
instruction book I could use for her, provided I use one 
at all? I have used “ Emery’s Foundation Studies” and 
the revised edition of the N. E. Conservatory Method. 
It is not only in her music, but in her school studies 
that she is backward ; but I think if I could get her 
very much interested I might be able to gel her along 
slowly. If you will kindly give me suggestions I will be 
very much obliged. b. j. b. 
If it is absolutely impossible for her to use her eyes 
for study you must learn to do without them, and she 
will have to rely upon her memory, which must be cul¬ 
tivated for the purpose. To begin with the ear training, 
it is very evident that when she sings a melody easily by 
hearing it, the ear is all right. The difficulty in playing 
the same melody lies in the imperfect consciousness of 
what she has heard and sung. This difficulty you will 
meet by teaching her to name the scale tones as she 
hears them, and then to name all the tones in the 
phrase as soon as she has heard it played, and later to 
recognize a measure and the time divisions accurately, 
so that she can sing a phrase and beat the time correctly 
after hearing it sung. It will require considerable work 
to accomplish this part of the training, but when you 
have brought her to the point where she can name the 
tones in an entire phrase after hearing it sung or played 
once, it will be but a short time before she will be able 
to remember an entire period of melody after having 
taken the phrases separately. When this point is 
reached it will be necessary to train the harmonic sense 
by teaching her something about forming chords and 
the principal chords of a key, both to recognize and 
form the chords independently and when connected into 
cadences. It will then be easy to teach her the accom¬ 
paniment to any melody that she may wish to play. 
This process can be shortened very much by a proper 
management of the technical practice. Upon this side 
I recommend the Mason two-finger exercises for forming 
the touch, and the Arpeggios, both from the diminished 
chord and the triads, to be practiced week and week about 
alternately. If in connection with these, the proper 
changes in rhythm be given and the direct and reverse 
motions properly combined, in order to make the arpeg¬ 
gios both ascending and descending, you will find that 
the keyboard mastery will proceed very rapidly, and the 
application of rhythm to the exercises will secure her 
attention and interest to carry each one through to the 
end. Moreover, the combination of several changes in 
one practice scheme will make her careful to observe 
the exact intonation, for when you have four chords to 
play in succession, each having four tones and each dif-1 
fering from the other in only one tone, you will find 
that the attention becomes very much sharper. I should 
not recommend the use of any instruction book at all 
in a case like this, but devote the best part of the lesson 
hour to assigning the arpeggios or other exercises for 
developing the fingers, ’Sind give all the remainder of the 
time to teaching her the particular part of-a piece which 
has been agreed upon. 
The fact yon mention at the start, that what she 
learns one minute she forgets the next, indicates a 
mental condition incident to childhood, and it will very 
soon give place to something more stable, especially 
under the training I here mention. The critical part of 
this course yon will find will be the selection of pieces 
for study. These at first must be easy enough to be 
taught by ear is the manner I have described without 
any great difficulty, and at the same time they must be 
in themselveB interesting and worth learning. You will 
find that in this method of teaching it will not be neces¬ 
sary to give a large nnmber of pieces of the same grade, 
but that when a very few of any one grade have been 
learned, the work intended in that grade will have been 
accomplished. The superior quality of the attention 
and the more thorough assimilation of the music 
taken into the mind, will facilitate the education to a 
degree that will surprise you. I think yon will find the 
little pieces in the First Lessons in Phrasing and in the 
Fir rt B j S in 7hra !‘>j j, ex < mel w 11 a i jtt r I n st udy 
in this manner; in alternation with pieces of a lighter 
and more purely external character, such as dance 
fc i is and fit g< r pit ces hi t h jer b it m t In< briat 
If I fail to make myself clear will you kindly ask again. 
ON TEACHING TIME. 
MOTION, BEATS, MEASUBE, AOT) COUNTING. 
BY 0. W. GRIMM. 
Why are there so many performers unable to keep 
steady time? 
Many advances have been made recently in all depart¬ 
ments of music teaching, save that of time. That there 
are so many poor timists, speaks ill of the current 
methods of instruction. If in all elementary teaching 
the maxim, “ Present the thing before the name, and 
the name before the sign,” were always observed, cur¬ 
rent modes of instruction would present different 
aspects. 
Ordinarily a beginner is told the names of the notes 
and their places on the staff; then he is made to observe 
the faces of the notes, whether they are white or black, 
and how many marks are attached to the Btems. After 
the pupil can discern the difference of appearance 
between a whole note and a half note, etc., and can 
remember how many of one kind are equal to those of 
another, a few explanations, if any, about fingering are 
given, and then the study of “practical ” music is begun. 
If the pupil instructed in such a manner has not an 
inborn feeling of time, or is fortunate enough to discover 
it for himself, he will never know or feel anything about 
time, simply because his attention was never called to it. 
Teaching the values of nptes does not teach time, no 
more than teaching fractions would mean time teaching. 
In the pupil’s first.lessons instruction in time ought to 
be given. The following is a good way: Play Borne 
plain, simple music for the pupil; make him observe the 
“ beats” of time ; make him observe how regularly the 
beats occur; indicate the occurrence of the beats with 
the hand or foot; let the pupil do the same, but do not 
“ count” yet; let the pupil also find the beats for him¬ 
self, while you play. The pupil should first learn to feel 
the beating of the pulse in mnsic ; he should know of 
the regular current of life-blood Sowing through it; he 
should know that there is motion in music ; that motion 
! is a leading and important property of mnsic. 
A pamphlet recently came into my hands which treats 
of the neglected idea of motion in mnsic, making it an 
important feature in the aesthetics of mnsic. Miss Helen 
M. Sparmann, the author of this pamphlet,* advances 
the thought that if all arts imitate or represent nature, 
then music represents motion. Although my sesthetical 
view of mnsic differs from these, still I recommend the 
little book to those who enjoy reading investigations into 
the underlying principles of our art.__ . _ 
The exercises in discovering the beats ought to be 
tried over and over again with the pupil, until yon cant' 
rest assured that it has been thoroughly understood; 
and never omit reviewing it in later lessons. When the 
pupil has the idea of “ beats,” then ask whether he can 
tell the difference between a march, or a waltz, or a gahlpT 
and invariably he will Bay he can. Perhaps he can with¬ 
out any trouble, but when you ask him how he can dis- 
'■f, &.ttem{ at n Ant , jf M Sc J k&C ,C clnnati. 
cern the difference, he is usually unable to tell you. Not 
only beginners, bnt also many “advanced” pupils are 
unable to tell the time of a piece they hear, if the piece 
is unknown to them. Play short pieces again, and call 
the pupil’s attention to the-beats, in that they are not of 
the same quality; make him feel that some beats are 
heavier than others. After a heavy or strong beat there 
is at least one light err weak beat following. Two or 
three or more light beats may follow a heavy one, bnt 
never do two heavy beats follow each other in succes¬ 
sion. The pupil has been led to observe that the beats 
occur always regularly; he is now to observe that the 
heavy beats occur also at regular intervals. Then tell 
him that the interval of time between two heavy beats 
is called a measure. Teach him that measures are clas¬ 
sified according to how many beats are contained in 
them ; when the beats of a piece are alternately heavy 
and light, then the piece is said to be in two-part meas¬ 
ure. Now explain that in “counting,” that means in 
numbering the beats, the heavy beat is called “ one,” 
and the light beat is called “two.” Of course this 
counting must be in steady time. A heavy beat and two 
light beats make a three-part measure; a heavy beat 
and three light ones make a four-part measure. The 
teacher will understand how to continue this. So far 
the teacher has been illustrating his explanations by 
playing mnsic; now the pupil should show how well he 
understood the explanations by playing pieces. The" 
pupil’s first pieces (pieces they are for him, even if they 
are melodies only eight measures long, and for one hand) 
should be in quarter notes only, for most frequently the 
parts of measure are expressed in quarter notes. Tell 
him that these notes, black notes with a plain stem, are 
called quarter notes; do not mention other notes yet. 
Give him pieces, melodies in two-part, three-part, or 
four-part measure, as soon as he can master a limited 
number of notes on the staff. Inform him that in writ¬ 
ten music the heavy beat, the count “ one,” is indicated 
by a line, called the bar, placed before it. The bar 
always sho#s the heavy beat of the measure; some 
pieces begin with the heavy beat, and others do not; if 
they start with a light beat, it will have to be written 
before the bar. The note or notes before the bar pro¬ 
duce what is known as “incomplete measure.” Thus 
far the pupil was to work in quarter notes only; now 
play for him, beginning on a melody that introdnees 
eighth notes. Explain how two notes are to be played 
to a beat; illustrate by playing the music, or by march¬ 
ing ; with the latter, many examples in time can be 
explained. Let the pupil take regular steps with yon ; 
then take two steps while he only takes one. The next 
thing to do would be to acquaint the pupil with tones 
twice as long as quarter notes; that would mean half 
notes. If he perfectly understands how two eighth 
notes are played in the time of a quarter note, he will 
have no difficulty with the half note. In a similar man¬ 
ner the sixteenth notes and the other notes ought to.be 
taught. When the pupil has thoroughly understood how 
two tones are played'in the time of one, then he has the 
foundation of all musical arithmetic. It is because this 
foundation was not made seenre, that so many performers 
have no sure feeling of note-values. 
Always teach the sonnd of the long and short tones, 
before you teach the signs for such tones ; teach sound¬ 
ing music before written music. Many teach time and 
the length of tones by means of lines, spaces, geometri¬ 
cal figures, etc. Teaching time with the aid of diagrams 
means to present the sign and name before the thing ; for 
this reason they onght not to be employed in teaching 
a beginner. If any illustrations are used, let them be 
examples of motion. I think it the best and moBt effi¬ 
cient way to teach tiipe to a beginner, by doing it in the 
following order : Make him observe that motion is-a 
property of mnsic; make him observe that the beats 
teach him to discern the quality of heavy and light heatss 
then teach him about measures and their classification. 
After that teach him to count, then how two shorter 
tones are equal to the length of one longer tone, and at 
last teach him the signs that express the time-dnration 
of tones. In conformity with the maxim mentioned at 
the beginning of this article, the sign Is treat:-v -f i* 
NEW PUBLICATIONS. 
- A OONYEESATION ON MUSIC. 
BY ANTON RUBINSTEIN. 
When an artist so prominent and so esteemed as 
Anton Rubinstein thinks it worth while to express his 
opinions publicly on important questions connected with 
his art, he naturally commands general interest and at¬ 
tention. Especially is this the case when it becomes 
known that some of his opinions differ materially from 
those commonly held by the- leading critics and con¬ 
noisseurs of his time, as is the case in the present 
instance. We desire to know not only what he thinks, 
but why he thinks as he does ; how far his opinions are 
based on sound principles, and how much allowance is 
to be made for “ the personal equation.” Rubinstein’s 
book naturally excites interest and curiosity, therefore, 
in advance of our knowing anything of its contents; 
but a first persual of it only increases the interest. 
Every page of it contains the expression of some 
weighty opinion, evidently well considered, and as evi¬ 
dently of no small importance in the estimation of the 
writer. Even when these do not compel our assent, 
they are invariably interesting, suggestive, provocative! 
of thought, and therefore instructive. For the best ser- ! 
vice that can be done a man is to set him thinking on 
some imp ottant subject 
At the very outset of the book, Rubinstein informs us 
that the five greatest musicians of the world, in his 
opinion, are J. S. Bach, Beethoven, Schubert, Chopin, 
and Glinka. Nobody will dispute the claim of the first 
two. Schubert and Chopin would have their claims 
questioned by many in comparison with those of Han¬ 
del, Haydn, Mozart, Schumann, and especially Wagner. 
But Glinka! Why should an obscure Russian opera 
composer, almost unknown outside of his native country, 
take precedence of any of'4hose just mentioned, or of 
Rubinstein himself? So singular and surprising an esti¬ 
mate of the relatives rank of great composers excites 
interest, and piques curiosity from the start. 
Rubinstein goes on to state his artistic creed. He 
believes that instrumental music is superior to vocal, 
because (1) it has much wider range of tones and of 
execution, aK well as of tone qualities, and hence is 
much more nearly commensurate with the range of 
emotional experience which it is the function of music 
to express ; (2) because words are totally incapable 
of expressing emotion; (3) because in the highest joy 
or deepest sorrow no human being resorts to words to 
express what he feels; but may hum or sing a melody 
to himself without intelligible words ; (4) because the 
instrumental works of the great masters express the 
tragic incomparably with more power than does any 
opera, by any master, however great. 
The first of these points would seem to be well taken, 
and is confirmed rather than refuted by the fact that some 
of the greatest scenes in the Wagner music-dramas, such 
as the death of Siegfried, may be transferred to the con¬ 
cert stage and intrusted to the orchestra alone without 
serious loss. And we remind ourselves also of the purely 
instrumental portions of these works, such as the intro¬ 
duction to the third act of Lohengrin, The Ride-of the 
Valkyries, The Wald-Weben, etc., which need no words 
to define their character. It is singular, at least, that 
Rubinstein should overlook such illustrations as these, 
and that he should deny to their author the possession 
of genius of th< highest rank. 
In connection with the third point, the writer has had 
occasion to observe a curious confirmation of Rubin- 
stein opinion (at 1c at ,« nay t rn out to be ?ueh) in 
the fact that some of our native aborigines, in songs 
which very strikingly express their deepest and most 
powerful emotions, employ only meaningless words, 
chosen apparently, simply for convenience in tone pro¬ 
duction, 
A .• gar i hesee >n • ’ j urth p« inta - v hil it is In • 
mg\ 4 s i c > i . tak nt themselves, can only expres 
ideas, and awaken emotions only indirectly through 
those ideas; it is nevertheless true that all our deepest 
feelings are connected with ideas, and so inseparably 
connected with them that it may at least be fairly que@; 
tioned whether they can be excited or expressed except 
as related , to ideas. Music without words can, indeed, 
express and excite states and movements of feeling; 
but when these states or movements are unconnected 
with any defined ideas, situations or events, they are 
necessarily more or less vague. It is for this reason that 
instrumental music, aside from the simpler song and 
dance forms, is vastly less impressive and effective 
with the great majority of men than when it is asso¬ 
ciated with words, and especially with powerful dramatic 
representation. 
Let me try to illustrate this point a little. It is easy 
enough to apprehend the general (mood of an instru¬ 
mental composition. We say this symphony of Haydn’s 
is bright and cheerful; this nocturne of Chopin’s is sad 
and melancholy; this polonaise is passionate and fiery; 
this Beethoven symphony or sonata uplifts us, through 
strife and struggle of soul, into a high spiritual region, 
—is, in fact, of a diacernibly ethical character, etc. 
But go beyond the mere state or movement of feeling. 
Can music express love, or hate, or jealousy? All those 
feelings necessarily imply an object of love, or hatred, of 
jealousy; and this object music has no means of 
expressing. There is no possible succession or combi¬ 
nation of tones which stands, or can stand, for a man or 
a woman, or for the relations between the two. Given 
words expressive of these, or words supplemented by 
a visible scene and action, and music which expresses 
the emotional states and the movements of passion 
naturally awakened by the ideas expressed in words and 
action not only vastly enhances the effect of what we 
see and hear, but is itself, made intelligible and effect¬ 
ive by the vividness of the ideas presented in words, and 
scene, and action. 
In two realms of feeling only is it maintainable that 
pure music is supreme: On the plane of mere vague 
moods of pleasure or pain,—moods referable to no par¬ 
ticular event ; and on the plane of high spiritual aspira¬ 
tion, where well defined ideas are beyond the reach of 
! the human mind. It is probably demonstrable that, so 
far as regards all feelings conditioned on earthly and 
human relations* music gains in expressiveness by asso¬ 
ciation with words, and especially by the combination 
of words, scenery, and action in the drama. These are 
considerations which Rubinstein seems to have over¬ 
looked, and the omission makes his judgments narrow 
and one sided, especially in his judgments expressed 
later concerning Mozart, Weber, and Wagner. If he 
had given such considerations as these due weight, his 
whole estimate of opera would probably be very different, 
and especially would his complete disapproval of 
Wagner be modified. I say “ modified ” only, for his 
aversion to Wagner seems to have been largely a 
personal matter, apart from any philosophical theories. 
He disliked Wagner’s aggressiveness and iconoclasm, 
his perpetual self-assertion and posing before the public. 
It is only natural, too, that an Israelite like Rubinstein 
should be somewhat less than cordial toward the author 
of “Judaism in Music”; and perhaps it is only 
human nature that the author of “Nero,” etc., should 
hardly enjoy the spectacle of Bayreuth and the world¬ 
wide success of works whose theory he disbelieves, 
whose author he dislikes; while his own operas attract 
comparatively little notice. It is not necessary to sus¬ 
pect Rubinstein of motives in the least unworthy ; but 
it would probably not be unjust to allow something for 
personal bias in estimating the value of his opinions on 
Wagner and on opera in general. 
Rubinstein is by no means lacking in enthusiasm for 
great music and musicians, however inadequate his esti¬ 
mate of the development of music-drama-may ~seem. 
He not only does ample justice to Bach, Beethoven, 
Schubert and Chopin, but estimates Scarlatti, Emmanuel 
Bach, Handel, Haydn, Mozart, Schumann and others 
with great warmth of feeling and with fine discriminations 
He ranges the whole field of musical history, touching 
>n n sarly ev ■; important character, in th cou se oi 
his imaginary convex v n ant * e pag s interea 
ing and nt motive. Hit curiously high estimate of 
Glinka, in spite of his being, primarily, an opera com¬ 
poser, is due to the fact that Glinka stands, in his view, 
as the best representative of the “national” tendency 
in music; which Rubinstein regards as marking the latest 
epoch in musical history. Music, he thinks, now shows 
the prevalence of the same spirit so strongly marked in 
European politics, the spirit of race assertion, the spirit 
which draws together and unites Slav against German, 
Latin against Teuton. It is the development and ex¬ 
pression of racial and national peculiarities in music 
which has now become the characteristic note of the 
epoch. Scandinavian, Bohemian, Pole, Russian, all 
European peoples now show this characteristic tendency. 
And because Glinka stands, as Rubinstein thinks, most 
prominently as the representative of this tendency 
which characterizes our epoch, he ranks him with the 
others. Probably few will consider the grounds as suffi¬ 
cient. 
But I repeat, however much one may differ with Ru¬ 
binstein in opinion, however one may mark with regret 
a certain note of pessimistic melancholy which tinges the 
book throughout, no one can read it without pleasure 
and profit. It is strong, clear, keen, discriminating, 
dignified. It makes the reader feel that he has been in 
worshipful company, with whom it is good to be. The 
book will doubtless be widely read, as it deserves, 
J. C. Fillmore. 
IDEAS ABOUT MUSIO TEAOHEES. 
BY FRANK H. TUBBS. 
Several times during the past few years, I have had 
a glance into circles of professional life. Each circle, I 
found,was distinct. Early in life I was a civil engineer. 
Now I have been so long away from that calling that 
even the names of men eminent in it are out of mind. 
Yet, while in it, those men seemed to me the greatest 
on earth. Now I see that outside that circle few of 
these men are known. Again, I was thrown, not how¬ 
ever in a professional way, among sculptors and paiut- 
ers. There was a new circle—great in itself, but great 
only to those in it. Again, by reason of musical work, 
I caught sight of the circle of clergy. We all have ac¬ 
quaintance with one or two men in that circle, but how 
little any of us, not men of the ministry, know the vast¬ 
ness of the circle. I am a member of a club, which 
meets monthly, made up of writers. Another circle. 
My own professional work, and yours with it, leads me 
to see ana know the groups of the musical world. An¬ 
other circle. Emerson says that all move in circles; 
and without every circle is yet a larger circle. The 
glimpses into the various circles named tell me that 
the different circles are little known to each other. 
The musical circle is perhaps least of all known. 
How are we as musicians looked upon by men of the 
world. 
My good old mother, whom I am thankful to say 
lived to see her mistake, begged me, often with tears, 
not to think of becoming ajmusician. She had known a 
country singing-school teacher, who generally conducted 
j school three or four nights a week and loafed about the 
tavern day-times, all through the winter, and half ran a 
farm in the summer. I was to become such. I once 
knew a doctor to say, “What, make friends with a musi¬ 
cian?” Let the friends of any young lady discover 
that she proposes to wed a musician, and up go the 
hands in horror. If any successful teacher tells a group 
of business men something of how he conducts his busi¬ 
ness, they in surprise will exclaim, “ Why, you. really 
have to know quite a little about business to be a musi¬ 
cian, don’t you? ” The musician has been, and gener- 
all still is, considered a man not fit for ordinary walks 
in life, but one who dreams—who makes a guy of him¬ 
self in appearance—who has little if any good morals, 
and who iB altogether unlike other men. In the various 
branches of music he is rated at very odd grades. An 
orchestral musician must be a beer sot; a pianist, too 
ethereal for earth ; a vocalist, a bundle of conceit, whose 
virtues have been entirely suppressed through envy and 
jealousy ; the church musician at least one degree lower 
than the sexton or janitor; and the singing teacher--^ 
well, he isn’t to be mentioned. The reason why this is 
true, if it is true, is because the circle cf musicians is 
not known to the outside world. Mr. Mathews says* 
and I delight to repeat it whenever I can, “ Rest assured 
that any musician is necessarily a good fellow, if only 
you can get the right side of him turned to the light. ” 
Do musicians give cause for such judgment of man-: 
kind, and if so, is change needed, and how can such 
change be secured ? You may answer—each for him¬ 
self—if musicians give cause, but enough will vote af¬ 
firmatively. to let me plan out something as a way of 
change.—Voice Quarterly. 
93 E ET-TJD.E 
PADEEEWSETS PLAYING. 
{From William Mason’s Article in the March Century.) 
[The following gives so complete a summing up of what constitutes 
perfect pianism that we not only give it space in The Etude, but 
especially call the attention of players to the ideal here given, that 
they naj '• isure heir > - i lay g - this s and rd and 1 ai 
wherein 'they need to study for their further improvement.— 
Editor.] 
Without going closely into detail, there are certain 
matters concerning Paderewski’s mechanical work which 
deserve the attention of students and others interested 
in piano technic. In many passages, without altering 
a !. from he < iginal, he ngenioush n nag s to 
bring out the full rhythmic and metrical effect, also the 
emphasis necessary to discriminative phrasing, by means 
of a change of fingering, effected either by interlocking 
the hands or by dividing different portions of the runs 
and arpeggios between them. In this way the accents 
and emphasis come out distinctly and precisely where 
they belong, and all of the composite tones are clean- 
cut, while at the same time a perfect legato is preserved. 
His pedal effects are invariably managed with consum¬ 
mate skill and in a thoroughly musical way, which results 
in exquisite tonal effects in all grades and varieties of 
light and shade. In musical conception he is so object¬ 
ive a player as to be faithful, true, and loving to his 
author, but withal he has a spice of the subjective which 
imparts to his performance just the right amount of his 
own individuality. This lifts his work out of an arbi¬ 
trary rut, so to speak, and distinguishes his playing from 
that of other artists. 
Rubinstein is even more fond, tender, and caressing 
in his playing of Bach, bringing out all imaginable 
beautiful shades of tone-color in his rendering of those 
works. And why should this be otherwise, since Bach’s 
compositions are so full of exquisite melody ? Surely 
such emotional strains should receive a loving and musi¬ 
cal rendering. As Moscheles played Bach a half cent¬ 
ury ago, and as Rubinstein played him later on, so does 
Paderewski play him now—with an added grace and 
color which put these great contrapuntal creations in the 
most charming frames. It is great, deep, musical play¬ 
ing combined with calm, quiet, repose, and great breadth 
of style. Padereswki has an advantage over Rubinstein, 
however, in the fact that he is always master of his 
resources, and possesses power of complete self-control- 
This remarkably symmetrical balance is entirely tem¬ 
peramental, and may be discerned in the well-shaped 
contour of Paderewski’s head, his steady gaze, and his 
supreme command of the economies of movement. In 
Rubinstein there is an. excess of the emotional, and 
while at times he reaches the highest possible standard 
his impulsive nature and lack of self restraint are con¬ 
tinually in his way, frequently causing him to rush ahead 
with such impetuosity as to anticipate his climax, and, 
having no reserve force to call into action, disaster is 
sure to follow. He does not economize his strength to 
good advantage, but uses up his power too soon. Com¬ 
parisons are not always profitable, but maybe permitted 
in mild form on account of the instruction they convey. 
Thus, of five prominent pianists, in Liszt we find the 
intellectual-emotional temperament, while Rubinstein 
has the emotional in such excess that he is rarely able 
to bridle his impetuosity. Paderewski may be classified 
as emotional intellectual,—a very rare and happy blend¬ 
ing of the two temperaments,—and Tausig was very 
much upon the same plane, while Von Billow has but 
little of the emotional, and overbalances decidedly on 
the intellectual side. There must always be two general 
classes of pianists—those whose interpretation changes 
with every mood, while the playing always remains 
poetic, fervent, artistic, and inspired, because it is impos¬ 
sible for them to do violence to the musical nature which 
they have received by the grace of God, and others whose 
playing lacks warmth and abandon, notwithstanding the 
fact, that it is careful, conscientious, artistic, and in the 
highest degree finished. The performances of the latter 
are invariably uniform, and are exact to such a degree 
that one can anticipate with great accuracy each accent, 
emphasis, nuance, and turning of phrase, from beginning 
to end. Of these classes Rubinstein and Biilow present 
good illustrations in contrast. 
How Many Lessons a Week ?—“ Do the best you 
can ” is always my advice. If finances prevent daily 
lessons, have three a week; if this is impossible, two or 
even one a. week, but always remember that it pays to 
have frequent lessons. Why? Because interest is 
maintained, since beginners, especially childrenpcannot 
be trusted to practice by themselves, and those more 
advanced will prepare a lesson as well in two or three 
days as in a week ; hence time is. gained. At least three 
times the ground may be gone over in ten weeks with 
two lessons a week as with one, the same amount of 
practice being kept up in both cases. The most impor¬ 
tant and interesting points cannot be mentioned if all the 
time has to be taken up in merely technical work, 
which becomes necessary in most cases where lessons 
are too far apart.—S. W. Van Deman. 
0H0IQE OF A TEAOHEE. 
BY E. TRA8TOUR. 
There are so many well meaning, honest teachers, 
who, through ignorance, injure their pupils by a bad 
method of teaching; so many careless ones that allow 
them to contract incurable defects, that some parents, 
with good cause, are utterly at a loss how to act in the 
choice of a competent teacher. On the other hand some 
parents are positive that “any kind of teacher is good 
enough for beginners.” This erroneous notion, the 
source of which can be traced to a desire of avoiding 
the payment of higher terms to a competent professor, 
is the most pernicious that can be conceived. It is at 
the beginning that the foundation of a musical education 
must be laid, and an ignorant teacher neglects those 
fundamental principles upon which all the subsequent 
course of instruction is based ; and when a better one 
succeeds him, he will be so much impeded at every step 
by the previous defects of instruction that he can but 
regret that the pupil should have received any at all. 
How many pupils have labored for years'merely to leave 
unimproved a talent given them by Nature, and which 
a bad training has smothered in its cradle. Some other 
parents, wishing those entrusted to their care to become 
mere amateurs, and not professional artists, believe that 
a superficial instruction is all that is necessary, for¬ 
getting that a sound and solid instruction is always 
the easiest and most expeditious, and that the only 
difference between an amateur and a professional artist 
is that the onward progress of one has been discontin¬ 
ued at an earlier period than the other. 
Parents, in selecting a teacher, and especially one for 
beginners, should well consider that the indispensable 
qualities in a teacher of music are a sound knowledge 
of the principles, and a clear perception of the real 
nature and purpose of his art; a real pleasure in teach¬ 
ing, and a hearty interest in the progress of his pupils; 
a patient disposition, and a strict regularity as regards 
his lessons. However, as a correct course of instruction 
is not to be expected from every teacher, parents will 
find it a safeguard to suggest that the pupil be not occu¬ 
pied solely with fashionable dances and similar trifles ; 
that the pieces chosen for practice be such as to insure 
a gradual progress; that they be chosen from that stand¬ 
ard and classical musical literature pertaining to the 
pianoforte, which is so rich with the works of great 
masters; that the pupil be not overwhelmed with the 
deluge of fancy pieces, whose only merit consists in cer¬ 
tain finger tricks; that the mind of the pupil be culti¬ 
vated, as well as the fingers; that the course of instruction 
be such as not only to make a mere mechanician, but 
above all, to form a musician ; finally, that no composition 
be placed before the pupil which his mind cannot fully 
comprehend. There is an increasing propensity to give 
to pupils compositions far above their mechanical skill 
and their comprehension. If it be ridiculous to place 
Shakespeare or Milton in the hands of children, is it any 
less so with certain musical works ? Music is the poetry 
of sound. Like that of words, it has a language of its 
own, in which to express its ideas and its sentiments. 
In order to awaken in others the sympathetic perception 
of the artistic sentiments expressed in a composition, 
whether musical or literary, it is absolutely necessary 
that we should ourselves understand it. The most beau¬ 
tiful quotations of poetical inspira'ions in the mouth of 
a person ignorant of their meaning would produce little 
effect, and lose all their beauty. 
Sometimes parents, being desirous of hearing their 
children perform fashionable dances and polkas, will so 
much influence the teacher as to cause him to neglect 
other more useful studies. A conscientious teacher will 
always oppose such desires. 
We would commit an injustice were we to end this 
article without remonstrating against the ungenerous par¬ 
tiality of some persons for “ Gentlemen teachers,’’ to the 
detrimentof u Lady teachers.” Mechanical skill is by no 
means a criterion by which to judge of a teacher’s quali¬ 
fications; and although female teachers may not have, 
generally, the execution of their musical brethren, yet 
the innate qualities inherent to their sex, their patience, 
mildness, and delicacy of feeling, render them fit to dis¬ 
charge their duties conscientiously and successfully. 
WHY GOOD PIANISTS AEE SOAEOE. 
In the study of piano playing, two things must be 
accomplished—-the reading of notes, and the perform¬ 
ance of them. It is generally supposed that the reading 
bf music claims from the very start the chief attention, 
and that preference should be given to this department. 
Teachers holding this opinion will be likely to check any 
effort of the pupil to play by memory, and they will even 
hurry from one piece to another so as to efface, if pos¬ 
sible, the recollection of any part of a former lesson, 
and make the player entirely depend on the notes before 
him. Stupidity can go no further. The reading of 
notes will be thus mastered, but the performance will 
never be artistic, smooth, elegant, graceful, brilliant. 
Devourers of notes are thus produced, but want of 
understanding and feeling marks every note and passage, 
and the piano under such manipulation becomes an un¬ 
bearable nuisance. 
On a judicious training of the fingers, hands and arms, 
on a constant employment and careful cultivation of the 
memory, and lastly, on a systematic course of reading, 
depend the success of the student; any other order of 
proceeding is wrong, the result a failure. In regard to 
the training of fingers, judgment is often ignored. 
Plaidy, of Leipsic, demands a high, uplifted finger 
stroke, with equal force for every note of a five-finger 
exercise, to promote strength, flexibility and independ¬ 
ence of the fingers. He may accomplish this, possibly, 
in six months, if the scholar has a good hand, and is 
energetic and persevering. FirBt impressions, strongly 
implanted, are lasting. Six years cannot repair the 
damage done. In flowing passages of the smoothest 
legato, where the finger should never quit the ivory, you 
will hear hammering, eternal, diabolical hammering. - 
The hands can be trained to a correct position, and 
the fingers can be made strong, flexible and independent 
in a much shorter time, and thus become prepared for 
correct use on the piano without forming the habit of 
continually stamping upon the keys, thereby destroying 
not only delicacy of touch, but also the correct interpre¬ 
tation of the laws of rhythm and accentuation. 
Every exercise and piece, after a careful reading of 
the notes, must be committed to memory, for more ease 
and fluency is thereby obtained, also a finer 'perception 
of rhythm, accentuation and phrasing. Nothing can 
ever be played with taste and fineness as long as the 
notes are picked out one by one. 
A musical idea must stand before the mind as a com¬ 
plete whole in order to be properly expressed. As the 
fractions in a measure stand in a certain relation to each 
other, so do the different measures, phrases, sentences 
and periods. The player must have a correct perception 
of a piece of music as a whole before he is able to balance 
and do justice to the different parts in detail. A good 
memory is therefore of the highest importance. By its 
aid, the hearing of good performers in concerts, operas 
and oratorios iB of great benefit, but without it, a sheer 
waste of time and money. 
If I cannot afford to build so grand a house as my rich 
neighbor, I ought to be contented with a small one. If 
this is well finished and furnished, it is far preferable to 
a large one unfinished and unfurnished, with desolation 
and disorder in every part of it. One bunch of perfectly 
ripe, sweet grapes is better than a basketful of sour and 
unripe fruit. Similes might be multiplied ad infinitum, 
but would all teach one thing—that a small truth is bet¬ 
ter than a big lie. We cannot all be kings, princes, 
commanders, millionaires, distinguished authors, poets 
or artists, but we can all be honest and truthful, doing 
whatever is to be done as well as possible. When all 
endeavor to do and be all .this, there will be a reason¬ 
able chance for advancement, satisfaction and enjoy¬ 
ment. The intelligent musical student will not fail to 
make the right applications.—Franz Carlyle Pdersilea. 
Counterpoint—Beethoven’s Idea.—I have had the 
temerity to introduce a dissonant interval here and 
there, sometimes leaving it abruptly, sometimes striking 
it without preparation,—I hope this is no high treasonr| 
and that the Judices doctissimi, if never I meet them in 
the Elysian fields, wilLnot shake their-periwigs at me.~ 
I did this to preserve the vocal melody intact, and will 
be responsible for it before any tribunal of common sense 
and good taste. Passages that are easy to sing and are 
not far fetched or difficult to hit cannot be faulty. These 
severe laws are only imposed upon us to hinder us frpuif 15 
writing what the human voice cannot execute ; he-who h 
takes care not to do this need not fear to shake off such 
fetters, or at least to make them less galling. Too great 
caution is much the same as timidity.—Ludwig van Bee¬ 
thoven, 
Recreation.—Not every one can be like Ranke, the 
historian, who never Btirred from his library, except for 
meals or sleep, and yet lived until he was ninety in good 
health and spirits. The average man needs to let his 
mind lie fallow at stated intervals, and then a better 
harvest results. If only the students who use their fingers 
at piano, violin or organ would be convinced that they are 
not likely to hurt their hands by indulging in the many 
athletic sports of summer time they would reap a still 
better result from their vacation. The fact iB that their 
danger lies just in the opposite direction, for the ubo of 
finger and wrist muscles only, sometimes results in 
partial paralysis, “pianist’s cramp,” “weeping 
sinews,” and other similar ills which might be averted 
by a reasonable exercise of the other muscles. The 
earnest plodder needs to take up rowing, sailing, swim¬ 
ming, and all the other light athletics. If there is just a 
slight stiffening of finger joints at the beginning of the 
fall season, he can rest assured that it will be only tem- 
orary. But the national sport of America is pro¬ 
hibited to him ; if he wishes to get his fingers down on 
single keys of the piano, when he returns to his prac¬ 
tice, he must resolutely determine never to be either 
pitcher, catcher, or short stop, in a base-ball nine.— 
Musical Herald. 
II,—LEGAiTO; TOUGH .IN, EOTJJTDKTIOEAL more, inviting subjects, puch as listening for musical movements is what is needed., Such knowledge, together 
i .,<> CEAOHIHQ effects, there is.no difficulty in establishing a beginner with the physical conditions necessary to effective play* 
- it teci 1 : ing, are generally easily secured if the right kiifd of 
by a. k. Virgil, william wolsieffer and max ee. Mr. Wolsieffer.—The aame.reason why the arm should teaching and practice are done. 
- not take part in producing the new tone, should hold Mr., 'WoUiqffer.j-?&iM\.*6©ji'asitbe complete independ- 
[The following a? coziaensue is written by some of the beat good in not permitting the finger that is keeping a key ence of the indiyidnal fingers has been acquired; and 
ithorities, and comes from answers to a series of twelve questions $Qwa t0 8natain its weight, especially not for beginners, confirmed from their own unaided efforts, they will be in 
[\the progressive teachers among our readers, as well as emphasize aa lk indacea to rigidity all the. way from the finger proper condition to be trained m the production of 
ie necessity of founding a good legato touch duringthe first lessons back. r. y; ^ graded powerbymeans of the then, importantvanous 
e op im ertepupils Edit* . - Mi l ckner,- -Throi in| the ght *' th arm into t i pveme ts f arm, > i >s, nd ai ' even tc a c tain 
„ _ TT , ,, ' j. . , . finger while sounding-a key can only be applicable in extent the body. But under no circumstances should Question 7.—How should the forearm be held to ”, , 6 4 J ... , , * --r e 
i w . u • * some styles, such as a cant; e tone, a peaante or stac- this be un ken too-soon, or, referring to tca last 
score the best finger action ? This implies height as to , , ,, . , ’ , . 
, ,, , . . , , oato production. • * . , ■ , : question, the ; upTand^down; movement of the wnst 
eyboard as well as condition of poise, relaxation or ,, ’ . „ . 
.a™ Question'9.—Should there be any movement in the allowed, if it simply impels the fanger to strike the key. 
uthor bs, and « x , froti s ers a serf - . lve question* 
sent hy the editor; £Theso answers will give food for ihe‘thoughts 
of i progresstve-teachc a ong o ea Bra, a we a ■< basis* 
th  it ,   i    
'giv n t  ianofo  p .— tor,] , < i r. Le .— w g wei s of e a 
„ . ■:■■■ ,, - ■.■, ■.-■ . l ,
  «. e  fc  a t 
it ^ ^ s ll s e  
seen - ’ 
k ,  ca ^r0 nc 
looseness, and elbow near the side?" uestion 9. Should there be any ove ent in the 
Amnm-lfr. FVroft-Thn forearm’ ahonld b. rap- ™.Whenni»ng tl» fingera? If the wrist is held loose], 
ported from the elbow, poised lightly on thd-fingir or thef “«»*»““d,|“. 
aZ ., . i,’..- , i . l. in u Answer—ifr. Ftrott.—The wrist shonld; always;he fingers that are upon the keys. The fore-arm should be , h-.-, . ./?-■ W. 
f. . . , i i , e i- -limber, but this does not necessitate jwrist action with held at such an elevation above the level of the keyB as , T,„ . .... , , , , , 
., . , . j .. . w r motion. If the7pupil has been tanght toscon- 
that , ten hefii gers'ai proberl] urved *!»-* lack of the , . . - . , , **, , , 
-hand, the wrist and fore-arm are about level, a slight moie'ne“f before c0“mg' *° l«Jb““rd- be 
incline if anything from the elbow to the hand. The wili have no trouble to move finger, wthont nnnceom- 
position of the elboV as to its aearrihsstbthe side of the i)a?I,IlgWl^tbcb011* 
player depend, vsry much npdn the relation of the hand WolsKifer.-Tht. movement of the wnst rwnln 
to th. centre of the keyboard. ‘ The felation first of the fr“n tbe “nde"°f10 “,d the «jg«. in rtnkmg the ke^ 
hand to the keys, and second of the hand to the fete- and “ B“ob sbo"ld be »Wd«d-«» ■* prevents the fre< 
wrist when using the fingers ? If the wrist is held loosely ^e wrist can be held loosely .without any movement on 
ther - la a[» tc be it a alight re n rs a mo e - nt 
Mr Virgil. u  s 
-  
finger n   pu 1 . u > >>-v 
its part. 
- From the standpoint of foundational teaching,,: it 
seems to me tt e ground has .been covered upon the 
question of legato,,tonch, and oar present purpose has 
troLhi's movements, before coming'to tbe keyboard, he keen accomplished. Much more can of course be said 
tf3 have 'o -v n Me f >  ■i-'f,- - - nth n t an ai, o n 
pan, ing rri t ac ion. 
Mr. olsieffer.—This movement of the wrist results 
arm, are more important than the relation of the elbow 
to the body. The elbows should always be kept as 
clo.ie to the body as a natural, loose, hanging condition 
of the rm from the shoulder will pve, but vhen the 
h ■*« Is be ig r &< hed to tt upp or 1< ei >c i v<. tl 
v 1 raid , ie{ ■ a ■* from ‘ e body, to pi iser e 
jht rels on o tf- fingers *-> the keys irid >1 th* 
hand to the fore-arm. 
Ms M I 'qff'et -The pupil sh( hj it i height which 
.-t1f brii | the elbow h level with top ! he keys 
and as such should be avqided, as it'prevents the free 
action of the fingers- and interferes with their absolute 
from the artistic standpoint, and when that is exhausted 
individuality and gepinsiqarry ns to unfathomable depths. 
This goal can .only be reached by, such f» .hftve ..8a,ceesB- 
fully-passed through the, portals of legitimate fonnda- 
tipnal teaching in its application, not pnly to legato 
touch, bnt also to the many other. qqestiqns inyolyed in 
independence, which should be promoted in advance of mu8ical proficiency. 
from th . sides c f the bo ly. 
Mr: Leckner.—The greatest relaxation of shoulder and 
arm is re ammend^d. Consume only as mucl strength 
■ s is abs >1 it lj nee® isary ft r pr< ;>* or m turd. 
inent of the lower arm. Do not screw the elbow into 
he nde of the body; no extend it, is though yon mis 
took the arm for a wing spread for flight. Adjust the 
pianb'stool so that with erect body the lower arm will 
form a horizontal line from the elbow to the top of the 
keyboard after the hand has been placed properly there¬ 
on.4 ■ . 
Ques \> ■ 8.-—Should th inger that - * : -‘t- key 
Iowq astain the weight of the for arml Th< idea 
being to employ the arm in holding down a key and so 
prevent it trying to take part in producing the new 
tone. , 
Answer—Mr. Virgil.—In the early training of the 
Mr. Leckner.—I do not recommend it, merely-permit 
Mr. Leckner.—If a slight motion is needed for the ^ where prudence demands. 
equipoise bf'thd lower arm” better the motion be in the The above questions, dear reader, are answered with 
wrist than in the knuckle-joints. a thorough conviction that theye are many better .ways 
n m oi u it s. -j than those suggested by the writer* that “there are 
•Qu tion 10.- mould the outside of the hand be ifV , „ ,, , 
...... , ,, - .. , ft-. » , many roads that lead to Rome, and that‘‘ Doctors will 
held high vand the5 fourth and fifth fingers be more ... , , , . .. ,, v , j t. j t V » - . /. o differ,” and that at best not all hands and fingers can be 
enrved to help bring their position easily into form? , -- vt " 
■ Answer—Mr. Virgil.—-It is important to keep the trea 6 a 1 e’ —--- * 
outside of the hand a little higher than the inside* as thiB ' IHTEEESTIH& THE GLASS. 
position assistsinthe beginning in equalizing the force _ “T 7. , . , , , 
.v There are many ways in which lazryischolars may be 
the stre k t. the ting « 8pr rred '<1'? *. »{ n 1 ' r a long time h id & 
Mr. Wolsieffer.—Yes; and in addition to the slant of monthly gathering of pupils, at which I gave little 
the top of the hand, the fingers sh uld lean sideways addresses about masse, bls-ckboard lessons, and when 
in an erect position, not leaning forward, and the arms  i e, is
hanging easily, neither pressing against nor standing off iti ists i  t i i  i li i  t  
. , t <’>’ «-* wh* fter dn and ifficie ' 
practice* they will right themselves to a permanent 
natural position 
Mr. Leckner.—This is a subject for a chapter in itself; 
but in brief, nse all legitimate means to raise the outside 
of the hand, so that all knnckles stand on a level. A 
good Way to reach it is to drop the knuckle of the index 
finger slightly, leaning the hand thumbward* and insist¬ 
ing on the little finger always touching the ends of the 
keys. A great many advantages spring from a raised 
position of the outside of the hand. 
Question 11.—Should the wrist he held level, higher, 
the spelling-bees were all “the rage,” held quite; a 
number of “ music-bees,” at which musical questions 
were asked, the last two down receiving appropriate 
rewards. : It was productivey of great ’ good- and; the 
young ladies and gentlemen certainly enjoyed ifc quite as 
mnch as those in the beginner’s class. These gatherings 
were always at my own rooms, and liberally interspersed 
with music, the pupils furnishing it all. The spectators 
were, for the most part, the parents, for whom it was 
alsd a pleasure. Besides these, about every three months 
I have given a larger entertainment, where the prepara¬ 
tions are mnch better, and consequently more enjoyed 
all around. I will say that I counted more on these 
entertainments to incite pupils into'practicing than any 
other device. It will not answer in all cases, but it must 
1*- a poor spirite* si ident vh< harin - fo ^ that re was 
tone. or lower than the knuckle or; middle joint? What about to appear before an audience, failed to make strennons 
irgil-ln Ike early training of the keigkt of the sent in tkla connection? efiforta to do well, and ““«P“be *dX bii;7“bf> 
fingers they ahonld tonch toe. keys very lightly; only the Answer—Mr. Virgil. The question as to the position ^[r&aH'beaide, since it was an honor they all coveted, 
natural weight of the hand from the wrist shoald be put fhe wrist wbs. answered in the answer to one of the Another plan : if the pupil with whom you have been 
upon them, no arm pressure at all, and yet the • keys previous questions. The height of the. seat should be striving has been confined to the instructor and exercises, 
-It. be held folly down. The ordinary resistance of «* that when the hand, sre in portion on the keys, — 
piano keys is twice too great, even for an adnlt. beginner. 
The idea of employing the arm to hold a key down to 
prevent I - taking r s’ ^ in > ? >dnc n , the J tope is on 
of,the. greatest, absurdities in the world 1 it is .the .very 
habit, which has ,ruined more players than any, other. 
Whoever resorts to arm pressure to keep a finger from 
taking,part in producing the next tone, ia,forcing the; 
finger to take a eoi spi :non 1 pa fc in not, {topping the la. t 
and the arms hang naturally from the shoulders, the 
underside of the forearm at the elbow is about one 
inch above the level of the white keys. 
Mr. Wolsieffer.—It should be held a trifle higher, or 
at leas, on a level with th* top of the hand, bnt never 
lower. As to the height of the seat, answer to No. 7 
will apply; 
mnch may be done by giving him a bright piece, of music 
—one suited to his tastes, evf-a though yonr judgment 
should argue ’against it; In the selection of this music 
it must be remembered, to make this serve your purpose, 
you should cater to Ai? tastes, not your own. We too 
often forget that the taste of other people, may differ 
widely from ours, notwithstanding onr taste is nnekeep- 
tionally pare and artistii5..kklt^'l^^'!^;i^®y^®ttor-thfee 
or four, even though they are common, tonic-and-domi- 
11 nt- ,t >rd p ec< 3, and al v him * ;.j iss 1 n opinioi 
SVith this as a reward you may accomplish mnch, and 
get a great amount of honest endeavor out of a lazy  o o neone e s rt tetoppi  Inet /£ ^.-^e wri« *„nid he h^eld.on a ieve! ™ CTBSS-'-rS; 
tone .at :the.proper time, which is a greater wrong, if with the back of the hand and the knuckle joints. The ^jjolar. 
possible, than the .one he is trying to avoid. , This height of the seat is referred to in answer 7. Jt may happen, also, .that ambition may be aroused 
wrong nse of the arm is the greatest and most fruitful Question 12.—Do yon recommend a gentle, nndnlat- the sluggish oneby a hit °^, ^-r8c ™ ’ 
cause of bad tonch that I know of. . Bad tonch is com- mg, up-and-down movement ot the wrist m slow legato aon?8 “Shepherd Boy” or Schumann’s “Happy Farmer,” 
mon, for two principal reasons: 'First, it is common for playing? This supposes that if-it moves easily it is held with .its conple of measures representing the peasant' 
learners at the beginning.tp'make use of too heavy a loosely. ■ laugh. There are also many piecesjwhich have a sto 
tonch ; second, it is not posaible, by prevailing/oanda- Answer—Mr. Virgil.—If a pupil is taught the cor- ST *DC^the *5<ain^ar^8^eCapable of 'being'u^d TnTl 
tional methods, to implant in the brain and fingers, at rect finger action, for. the legato tonch, and from the dire^ion fndhsated^with surprising results. The ma 
ithe outset, the sense’of a pnre and perfect finger iiction, beginning learns to control lie muscnlar conditions, of thing is to nse them- with-thepr©per-tor-’-.-!!«,«-».-i>''- . 
which action., of course, involves a. complete, control .of the arms .and^,hands, .there will ,be-nb, iieceiaily tm an make. soor. story or description .real. ... 
nerves and mnscles,well as fffagere. .If,the founda- undulating wrist movement, either to secure a pnre j^6 ^q^^thef^uAentedlhrmer ^ri** h ~u 
ional tqaehsr''kmwB.wh^ to-doj.aM-.fchcn doss ib,pm jp^to;:tiiaoh )«.,,tq,;,kqlep. a supple wrist, wts of k 
things.at-thc-tprpper.„timet wMch..;if;h^fore’fte.,mind;of scheme; and saiiterfqgeS jane resortedjto to gain playing laughter, aB represented in the desert 
the pupil is engaged in other nnd, for the time perjhaps, skill. Knowing positively how to make correct playing O. T. 
DON'TS. Don’t use the pedals for a foot-rest, but keep the feet 
- squarely on the floor, in a good, graceful and 'easy 
BY CHARLES W, LAND ON. position [The following »re selected Muntgraptaafro a chapter on concerts 
rv ■?, , , f 1 « ■' * « • - r In th e - hookj 48 The Musical Prof^)taidn/f--b'r^iHe]irv--'FiBber^ published 
- Dob’t indulge, while playing, in Useless, motions of by John Curwin & Sons, London, England—Editok.] 
for TEACHERS. hands, arms, body and head, yet do not sit stock still Concert giving is a subject in which most members of 
Don’t neglect an opportunity of making the acquaint- while at the instrument. th.e profession will take a certain interest, for they will 
ance of musical people; it is from them that you get Don’t be a slave to your own laziness. Get up and probably have been connected with public displays of 
your patronage. do something, if it is nothing but to stand with your face ,hiB bind at Borne period of their musical career. The 
Don’t neglect to cultivate the friendship of the ladies in the corner and lustily hate yourself. teacher of music who assumes the r6le of concert giver 
of your town who are leaders of society and amateur Don’t let the imp of laziness get possession of you, may do so for one of many reasons. He may do bo from 
musical affairs. for it is more poisonous to the mental and moral life a desire to elevate the musical taste of his fellow-towns- 
Don’t break your prices. People estimate the pro- than malaria is to the physical. / men by introducing works by the great masters. Some- 
fessional status of a musician by his price for lessons. Don’t forget that the only things a lazy pupil is active times a love of display and a feeling of vanity may be a 
A cheap price to them means a teacher of little worth, in, are excuses and shirking of work. factor, especially if. he is a good performer. But the 
Don’t let it slip your memory that if you fail to pro- Don’t do any more poor practice. Practice well or advantages of concerts as an advertising medium of/the 
gress as a teacher and musician, you are retrograding not at all..; Half-way work but confirms bad habits and teacher is.the more common inducement for giving them, 
into an old fogy. insures failure.. To the question, “Do you think concert giving, as a 
Don’t think you cannot afford to attend the State Don’t be so foolish-as to think you can always practice private speculation, is usually profitable ?” there was no 
Music Teachers’ Association, for you certainly cannot in a hurry-skurry, “will I ever get to the end?’’ “im- misunderstanding the replyit was an almost universal 
afford to have your town’s people call you egotistical or pending disaster’'style, and eventually perform the piece “No! ” There was one suggestion, however, that is 
a fossil. even passably well, much less with surety and repose.- worth consideration : 44 There is one means by which a 
Don’t think that you can become a musician by the Don’t let your thoughts be “over the hills and.far teacher of music may render his concerts profitable. It 
study of the keyboard alone. Musical history, biog- away” when practicing, but beep your mind actively is to make them fashionable. If he can command a suf- 
raphy and aesthetics, and a working knowledge of engaged with the time, phrasing and details of the music ficient amount of patronage among his pupils and 
harmony and counterpoint, are as necessary as a com- yon are performing. friends, and can persuade the principals of ladies’ 
mand of the keyboard. Don’t squander your parents’ money, nor your own schools in his neighborhood to bring their students, he 
Don’t deceive yonrself by believing that you can be precious opportunities, by a dilly-dally style of. killing f8 tolerably safe. This, of course, presupposes that he 
a progressive and growing musician without systematic the time you pass at the piano.. Work when it is time to is one of the leading teachers of his district, and if he 
and continuous study. work, that you may have a free conscience-for a joysome can fill his reserved seats in the way shown above, it 
■ s on can frolic ho will obviously be4 the correct thing’for the more obscure 
progressive and live teacher and not keep up a system- Don’t think your teacher nor your parents are the section of the inhabitants to follow in the wake of their 
atic course of reading in musical theory and literature, losers when you shirk practice. You are only robbing more stylish neighbors. This is probably a cynical view 
Don’t keep working on in your old ways; try the yourself, and the cheating will sting like remorse by and of the subject, but it is undoubtedly true.” 
newer and learn which are better. Giant strides are- by. It may be taken for granted that concert-giving, from 
being made toward better methods of teaching now-a- Don’t play the piece to tatters and disgust your family a financial point of view, is nearly always a delusion and 
days. ' and neighbors because you happen to take a fancy to it. a snare, and it is quite certain that many professional 
Don’t omit practice and study on those styles of music Let some of your admiration pass over into next month musicians organize such performances without any 
in which you are naturally weak, and perhaps dislike, and year. . ' expectation of pecuniary gain. This being so, the ques- 
Be a musician of broad tasteB. Don’t waste your time, money and golden opportuni- tion arises, why should they give a considerable amount 
Don’t be a teacher with but one idea, or of one hobby, ties of learning the divine art by squandering your prac- of valuable time without any prospect of an adequate 
Take a comprehensive and broad outlook upon your art. tice on the easy and already known parts of the piece, financial return ? To elicit opinions on this matter, the 
TEACHERS AID CONCERTS 
A CONVERSATION AT A LESSON, 
FOR pupiir. jP.—441 have never thought of it in that way, that one mended to make the experiment; they may depend upon 
Don’t forget that the better your teacher is, the more might study and never get to the end after all; but I am it that they will be rewarded both financially and artist- 
necessity there is for you to do superior practice. By willing to do anything, for I want to be thorough.” ically. To the question, “Do you recommend that 
the way, that is what good teaching means. T.—44 You wish to be thorough ; that is already much noted professional singers or instrumentalists should 
Don’t v- h< p< f re it pup 1 in youi acher’s class in your favoi b sides, ‘ ra it superior •• *,t'f »>- g n appear with t is teas and hit pupils? ' i•*("./ >■ 
About what grade do you now occupy ? Why'not take erally, in mind and temperament, which again is an indi- were various/ Some thought a celebrated name added 
cation that your^talent is superior, and in the direction enough to the receipts to more than pay for the extra 
Don’t lose sight of the fact that when you have a of art.” —- thers thought H 
lesson well learned you look forward to the lesson hour *. P.—-“It certainly is kind apdTencouraging in you to dear that whatever talent was brought in from the cele- 
with pleasure. ^ - . tell me all this.” • • . bmted professional class, it should not be of the same 
Don’t sit too high, for it prevents a good touch. T.—44 We shall always try to understand one another, sort or kind as furnished by the teacher or his pupils. 
Recent tendency calls for the elbows to be about two being interested. HeiC comes my other pupil. Good- That is; if the teacher and his-pupils are pianists, he 
inches below the key level bye.” ' . r‘ - P. should not employ a Celebrated pianist in his concert 
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Rondo with 3 Themes, “A minor“C major” and “A major’/ marked respectively a) b) c) 
&) According- to the pupil’s ability. . . 
d) The mark j indicates a division between the^hrases. 
^ Copyright, 1892,by Theo.Prefer. 
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and there I hear him. too, like Haydn, speak the Vienna now rejoices pyer humanity, now is offended ; nowmakes becaase nnity is absent and only variety presents for this 
dialect. Hellos of music I would call him 1 He has u/n?f f meri7 over thena, and again weeps—enough, quality is,- in such cases, made use of, not for 
illuminated all forms of music with his splendor, on one w“2? 7.ln.®onl^e?®n® V , ^ ... its own s re, but for a purpose with which unity would 
arid all impressed this stamp of the goddike. We are at .7 e^> w,“ ‘>e .difficult- to come into contradiction be altogether incompatible, So, also, while it is evident 
a loss which to admire moBt in him, his melody or his with you in reg&; to Bee: aoven, because all eqnally that monotOny should be avoided whenever the highest 
technic, his crystal clearness or the richness of his aA™lr® m“L* ... v - . : i ir. ■ - • obieet nought is merely the composition of an artistic 
invention.. The symphony mujG minor (this uniewm of . v°Sie ^1^?r®Ilce °f-OP1.?*®? •£re‘ programme, it.is equally clear that, with a view of ex- 
symphonic lyric), the last movement of the “Jupiter” gard to which I Cannot rsfmn from expressing. Ihns, hibiting peculiarities common to a school, an epoch, or 
Symphony (this unicum in symphonic technic); the for example, 1 ^consider hideho the greatest npera a hation, a programme may include several works so 
overtures to the “ Zauberflote,” or to “ Figaro’s inexistence to-day, because it is the-true music drama 85toiiar jn gty]ej that, to fhose who judge it apart from 
Hocbzeit” (these unica of the merry, the fresh, the god- m every particular ; because,a with all the reality ot the consideration, the result must appear monotonous, 
like), the ftequiem (this unicUnt of sweet tbhe-in:sdrroW), “P81®®" charactoristic, there is always the most beat otI in this, as in most other matters connected with art, it 
the Pianoforte Fantasias,1 the String Quintette in-G melody 5 because, notwithstanding all interest in the or- jB difficult to lay down a hard and-fast >mle which will 
minor; in the latter it is not nninteresting to see verified chestra, the latter does notepeak for theocting persona rei^e C'ollchrt fivers, or their critics, jftdm the dire 
how,greatly wealth of melody{outweighs everything else npon the tage,..but lets tnem.speakJor themselves; be- ng^esBity of nsing their brains, if they intend to rCihove 
in music. We demand generally, in quartette style, a cause every tone of it comes from the deepest and truest the reproach which now attaches to the art ofypro- 
polyphohic^treatment- of the voices; here, however, °^f ke 8°nl ar^ roust-reach the soul ofthe hearer—and ^arame-making.—J&mcaZ Times, 
horn ophony reigns, th e very, simplest accompaniment to still it is the generally accepted opinion that Beethoven . - 
every theme that enters, and we revelrin the enjoyment couldnot be anyopera comporer. I lb not rej i bis ivfnp flriwnPTJT PT A VPPS 
Of this dirine; ihclodie : arid at last, besides all these, the ‘‘Mm solemn^ ” &b one of his greatest creations; and HIS aS TO, HQ-V UE OOIOEEI FLATEE8, , r 
wonderful instrumental works, the wonderful operas| is generally regarded as snc^,..; /;=■;-^ • . **.***«, v, . , 
Gliick, itiri true; had achieved great thihgs in the opera May I ask why it does, not find grace in your eyes? One great difficulty in; concert playiijg lips n le fact 
before him—^es, opened new paths—-hut in comparison Because, aside from the purely musical in it, with that you have to play Well at that particular time; you 
with Mozart he is, so to say, of stone. Besides, JMozart which in many ways I do hot sympathize, I hear in the cannot taw it over or tell the audience that yOucariplay 
has the merit of having removed the opera from the;iCy whole; composition a being who speaka with GodMdis- better at home p your oply chance lies in that particular 
pathos of mythology intb real life, into the,purely human, putes with Him, but does not pray to; Him nor adore performance> this requires aonsiderable nerve.and expe- 
and from the Italian to the. German language, and Him as. he has done so beautifully in his “Geistliche rience. Select your, programmes somewhat to suit let&s 
thereby to a national path. The. most remarkable fea- Lieder ” (“ Spiritual Songs ”). I do hot either' share of. your listeners; if yon shoot too far over their bend8 
ture of hia operas is the hmsical characteriatio he has the opinion that the use of the vocal in the last move they will get scared.and dodge out of sighb Too nit 
given to every figure, so that each acting personage'- has ment . of the Nipth -Symphqny was a deaire on;his part rehearsing is apt tocrc&tenervouaoess ; one is .apt- to 
become an immortal type. It is true that .thehappy for a culmination of the musical expression in a teenui- realize then how jhany ehuppes there are for ultimate 
choice of. material and its excellent scenic trea^raen|t wa8 cal ^ehse ‘for the hymphqhy in general—but, on the con- failure; V'The unexpected usually happens yway^ana 
of great aseistancein this. trary, that after the “nnnttcrable” of the first three if any thing - unpleasant occurs duringthe concertitaB 
text t6 the f ‘ Magic-Flute n i8 generauy con- movements he intended-to .have something ntterahle, usually in some easy little.place whichit.’was nct.thqngl - 
sidered childish and ludicrous! ? hence the last movement, with the addition of the yocai worth while, to rehearse especially. _ ,r ' • 
I hold a coutrary opinion—even if it were only on ac- (with words). I do riot believe that this last movement The way tp failure on the, concert stoge is jiayea^th 
count of the variety it bfiers to the mnsicianf bathetic; ls intehded as the Ode.tb Joy, but the Ode tb Freedom, good ; aientibns ; hobody cares for these, and orily j 
fantastic, lyric, comic; naive, romantic, dramatic; tragic; It is said that Schiller was moved by the. censure he tute ability; and accomplishments form t » enteri1 
yea, it wpuld be hard to find an expression that is want- received to writeJEreude instead of Freiheit (jby instead There 'mustriheim^^glEring-^ii^sgriiify^simtjspfi 
ng in it, ; The case is,sarne in Juaju. Itris of |reedona).^^thatiBieethq|en. kjn^ thisf'^helitiye aeeumption in^^ng^, :fficalfc:»ele<^ibn^^nrt = 
evident the genius of a Mozart was reqnired to reprpdnce it, most decidedly, J oy is not acquired, it comes, and formance of .the same. Be ec-nfident of-; -r- Jg- 
it all Kise ally, as he has done4- bas such Gpera texts it‘is there; hut freedom must be won, hence the thVmb but do nbik bl ply overrate hen 
might^inoite^less g -niai composers to^iritelrestsiig wbrlu begins pianissimo •• ‘ n^f' comia to a’aadden end j if‘alights 
:;i;.:Butthat^hich'A^-hiaa:maqei;he,aion6;couldf-make:id-f ■;Xes;;@;gbd-like creationTT-all flqoded with lightiMyfh; ;rT7*nd-|V;eedomvtqfq;ris;A’;y^ra^jti9h4^ing;:%6B^jSlab; ?? 
nearing Mozart :I’.'always" wish to ■ exciaimi- * Eternal. t he'ea^hes character of'the theme.;-.oieid uni- ;■ c h • ungen; .' 
sunshine in miisic, fHy name is Mozart!” ; a Millionen” (“ Be emhfhce'd;-ye'ihillibhsiM) "iti’ .also' nbt the slightest interruption.—l- «»•.. r* Musiem-World 
LETTEBS TO PUPILS. AtoHIBTS. 
capuvanug 7i,I T-„w V ? * * aiwaysrargowen -ww or Tq t ^ flUC<fes8fiillyi« have clear ideas add 
waltzes of Strauss are worthy ot then .nest f alwi it of pracli ;e. Whengu<m. asked me to i,-_ a"' 
praise* for Hey .re work, of „Ua the W*MM of Iks play I had to play: Of oonrse, I, with M the ardor of a ££ aWM 
term. Captivating as this mqsic is, however, it is, not young apostle, struck their ears with the “ Moonlight ’ ’ . ’ . 
sufficiently deepit does not make .sufficient,demand Sonata,” “ Songs without Words,” of Mendelssohn, or , Practl^0 m which mistakes constantly occur is worse 
upon your intellectual powers and-upon themore hidden the quaint, exquisite fancies of Schumann. * useless, for it but confirms false playing and worse 
and noble sources of emotion, to be worthy of any large Ifc would not do, however. I had to keep in stock a “a*)1<'8- •^5rflie®' 
amount of serious study. It is true, Beethoven’s finale sntaH repertoire -of lighter pieces. Among these, a no* let your fingers stammer. Wait and think 
to the Fifth Symphony is a march, a march which yon charming little nocturne, of no very great depth or exactly what to do, and then do it at the first attempt.— 
could actually march to, yet it is so idealized, so elabo- breadth 'of meaning, called 11 Warblings at' Eve,” by Charles W. London. 
rated, that it is one of the sublimeBt and most spiritual Brindley Richardsj'was very effective. One evening, The only way to obtain a good judgment and cultivate 
of compositions. The funeral march in Chopin’s B Flat however, my father asked me to play it for one of his a fine taste in ornamentation is, to listen attentively to 
Sonata: Op. 5 , rhaps could be marched to, neverthe parishic era, a wqrthy tenner, who came in with hi wife sducated players. t—C. ?. P. Cary 
less it is a poem of grief and consolation. Beethoven s to make an evening call. The music was dreamy1 and Open your ears for criticism; for, from those who 
magnificent funeral march in the First A Flat Sonata is slow, with nothing in it to provobe the heel and. toe. uncover onr faults, we learn more than from those 
a wc*:derfal example of impassioned grief express^ Presently I he d nj sitors igin to tall- about a pic* why «jalo\ fulsome flattery.—Merz ' 
upon the coldkey-boardif thepisaofcr-e. The great tare in the room, and in a minute more they had gone i i , I::., . . , A .. . ’ , , , , f ? When giving.-.a lesson, explain what is to be done and 
i mTannhauser, the entrance c?; -tnegnests to tne out into? the dining room toiook at another picture, leav- <« , 
II , . ’ , _ u m ’ then have the pupil play over enough of it to see if h® 
Wartburg Castle,is one of Wagner s most brilliant eariy ing me to finish the Warblifigr at I e” for my own . v. 1(1 ftf n 
HELP TO'' BDS UNDE JDIHG THE 
MINOR MODE'. 
BT FREDERIC S. LAW. 
The minor scales frequently form a stumbling block 
both to teacher and pupil; to the former to explain, to 
the latter to rstand. I os a pupil i 
could tell the difference between a major and, a minor 
key. Her answer was: “ Oh yes I when it doesn’t sound 
quite right, then I know it’s minor.” 
It is but little wonder, that the pupil accustomed to the 
firm and unvarying outlines of the major scale, when con¬ 
fronted with the deceptive signature and shifting forms 
of the minor scale, becomes confused and regards it with 
suspicion and dislike. Neither is it singular that the 
teacher, feeling the difficulty of explaining its various 
anomalies, does not attempt it, and teaches the minor 
scales empirically or not at all. 
Opii< ns s minor mod >m< eorists 
consider it entirely independent, others regard it as in¬ 
cluded in the major, claiming that the tonic of a minor 
key never entirely loses the effect of being the sixth j 
degree of its relative major. The latter view is the one 
which I accept, both for what the tonic sol-fa-ists term 
mental effect and for the'sake of a clear and logical, 
explanation of the various forms of the minor scales. I 
fail to see how a key with a deceptive signature, with a; 
scale which may possess several different arrangements 
of'its intervals, can be declared independent in the sense 
that a major key is independent. In one of Liszt’s com¬ 
positions, the name of which I cannot recall, there occurs 
a rapid -descending 'minor scale of several octaves, of 
which only every other seventh is major, the alternate: 
seventh being minor. When played with the requisite' 
velocity the effect of this variation is hardly notice¬ 
able. Certainly no such liberty could be taken with the 
seal oft .ii i y without entirely changing t char 
acter. \ 
On the other hand, a composer who selects a minor 
k ya i medium of 82 re sion pract lly s umes its in 
dependence and works out his ideas in strict accordance 
with that assumption. Its very indefiniteness, its subtle 
dependence on the third of its scale, lend a special charm 
to the minor mode. It seems to belong to the age when 
‘ musiQ*. heavenly m id was yonnj ’ iti shifting int i 
vals making upon ears accustomed to the firm tonality 
of modern times a misty and veiled effect, which proves 
peculiarly attractive to composers. 
i e< m tosition n a i iii oi k jy gi es he «m >r< salon * I 
% g ii w )m« itary i ngt -J los ng it 1 1 ice, t 
pling over into a major, and, as a matter of fact, nothing! 
is more common than a composition or a movement: 
b( ginninj ii * mi i >r • ej an i ndin| in a major 1 y In 
such a case it generally ends in the corresponding or 
parallel major, i. e., the key having the same tonic. 
This has been one objection to the theory of the de-; 
pendence of minor upon major, it being argued that if 
the minor is only a form or piece of its relative major,, 
the most natural change would be into that key and not1 
into the parallel major. This objection can be met as; 
follows: modern tonal demands a definite tonality and 
has sought to supply It, to the minor scale by sharping 
its seventh. This gives a leading tone to the scale and 
a major dominant chord to the key, and endows the tonic 
with a quasi independence, which it must have for prac¬ 
tical purposes. By the raising of its third the dominant 
chord becomes the same as that of the parallel major, 
and thus springs up a relationship between two keys which 
■were originally but slightly allied, a relationship which is 
largely artificial. 
Examples of a minor key ending in its relative major 
are, however, not rare, such as Schumann’s Grillen, 
Meyer-Helmnnd’s song, “ Dein gedenk ich, Margeretha.” 
A major key ending in the minor is almost nnheard of; 
Schubert’s Impromptu in E flat is the only instance I 
can recall at present. Most of Bach’s organ fugues in 
mi lor keys end with the major chord. 
All this seems to show that in minor keys the centre 
of gravity is easily disturbed, that harmonic balance is 
best attained through the major mode. Taking as my 
sf minor upon 
major, I have never experienced any difficulty in illus- 
trating and teaching the minor scales in such way i to 
make them clear and logical to the y -st pupil. No 
otes ire used, the p.ipil forming eac.; scale, b> har¬ 
monic k elodic i , from it elative major. They 
in. of course ly, but such a » tb d 
does not explain tl anomalous ire nor the puz- 
zling peculiarities of the different forms of the minor ; 
scale. 
First comes the natural or primitive minor scale, which 
now survives in the descending scale. of the melodic 
minor form. This, in common with all the other forms 
of the miner scale, has its beginning on the sixth degree 
of the major key, which is thus called its relative major; 
this in turn having the former key as its relative minor, 
both having the same signature. In ibis form of the 
minor scale no accidentals are used, from which it is 
readily seen that it is a piece of the relative major, its 
minor seconds or half steps occurring between its. 
second and third and fifth and sixth degrees. This dates 
from the time of the Greeks, and was the scale of their 
principal mode, hence the name of A, applied to the. 
sixth of onr natural scale, which we have retained,.thus 
making G onr starting point. 
The natural minor scale answered very well as long as 
music consisted of melodies snog and played in unison, 
but with the development of harmony it was found un¬ 
satisfactory, from the lack of a definite tonality, A 
remedy for this was sought by sharpening the seventh,, 
thus giving it a leading tone a minor second or half-step 
below the tonic, which was thereby emphasized and 
rendei nportan I - ... *r scale, 
is known as the harmonic -minor scale, according to 
modern theorists the only legitimate minor scale. Its; 
sharp seventh results in an awkward interval, that of the 
augmented second between the sixth and seventh, and in 
order to secure greater smdbthness-a compromise was 
de ised by whiel thif vas m sided, gi ing rise to the 
melodic minor scale. In this form both the sixth and 
seventh are sharped, but in the ascending scale only, the 
descending scale reverting to the natural minor scale, in 
which the sixth and seventh are flat, or- more rarely, to 
the harmonic form. The reason for this appears to be 
that in ascending the minor effect is felt as soon as the 
minor third is heard, and that this effect is retained until 
the upper tonic is reached. In descending, however, if 
the sixth and seventh both be sharped, a major effect is 
given, so that the ear expects a major third and the unex¬ 
pected minor third makes a disagreeable impression; 
while if the natural or harmonic form be used the ear is. 
prepared for the minor third before it is reached and is; 
thus spared an unpleasant shock, another proof that the 
major effect is more natnral to onr ears. 
In all these forms of the minor scale the third is 
invariably minor, so that the most general answer to the; 
question: What is the difference between a major scale 
and a minor scale ? wonld be: A major scale is one in 
which the third is major, two whole steps; a minor scale 
is one in which the third is minor, a whole step and a 
half. 
* i teach s g, t gen si ill’ go to t le ni qi scab » om ts 
relative major, which is first played, followed by its rela¬ 
tive minor in the natural form, the pupil observing that 
it is the same m the -major beginning -and ending os the j 
su th h . ree, the finger T g foi thi most p rt orresp rad 
ing with that of the parallel major, thongh in several 
cases it corresponds with its relative major e. g., F sharp 
and C sharp minor in the right hand; E flat and B flat 
minor in the left hand. The harmonic form is then 
introduced by sharping the seventh, and this is the form 
I generally choose for permanent practice, both from 
theoretical reasons and for the mechanical advantage ts 
be derived from the practice of the augmented second. 
Lastly the melodic minor scale is played and Its peculi¬ 
arities explained as abqve, noting the few irregularities of 
Angering in cerjtrin keys due to the difference between 
its ascending and descending scale. 
Thus taken in t r sequence the various' 
of the m nd .cal and c isistent 
nth each other, a no stud need find • idue difficulty 
in formin the self wit out 1 le Use of notes. : 
SOME HELPS POE TEACHER AID PUPIL. 
: - -■  ■: ' : ■; 
FROM AN ESSAY BY W. O. FORSYTH. 
Nothing is more advantageons and educating, than to f 
hear good music properly and artistically played; piano 
pupils, and indeed all teachers of the piano, should avail 
themselves of every opportunity to hear great artists. 
Recitals are valuable; the musician who stops hearing 
and learning from others is non-progressive, and very 
soon his lessons are mechanical, uninteresting and value¬ 
less. Especially excellent for the pianist is a coifrse of 
reading on musical and kindred subjects, such aB “ Wag¬ 
ner’s Philosophical Writings,” Henderson’s “Story of 
Music,” H. Krebiel’s writings on the “ Wagnerian Music 
Dramas,” Raskin’s “Art Studies,” and a very clever 
work by Thomas Tapper, entitled, “The Mnsic Life 
and How to Succeed in it,” is well worth the reading. 
There are scores of books highly instructive and benefi¬ 
cial to the student and teacher, which should have a 
place in the library, and moreover, shonld be read, and 
are indispensable for acquiring a thorough musical edu¬ 
cation. I believe in specialists; specialists in piano, in 
voice culture, in violin etc. There is enough in the litera¬ 
ture of the piano, and the stndy which properly belongs 
to it, to engross all the spare time a teacher has. “ One 
mast learn the mnsic of prose and poetry, the beauty of 
form and color in painting, for all these helps give the 
mnsician valued hints.” It is the special training that 
requires the most general and carefnl education, because, 
in order to do the very best work in any one subject, it 
is necessary to know a great deal about other subjects 
that have a direct or indirect bearing npon it; direct— 
everything pertaining to its contents, as in piano play¬ 
ing,—technic, with all its complexity, form, structure, 
conntc poi * net dy harmc 1 ei ; indire tl —na » 
illustration and contrast with other arts; poetry, sculpture, 
painting etc. The technic of the piano is nnlike any 
other instrument, and the greatest results have been 
effected throughout the world, by teachers who have 
given their time, talents, study and knowledge to the 
teaching of oi jinstrnment 1 i that :« piano 
violin, or the human instrument, “ the voice.” 
Piano playing has two sides, the mechanical, and the 
emotional. By the emotional, I mean, of course, all I 
have spoken of regarding interpretation and the study 
pertaining to it. They must both be cultivated at the 
same time, go hand in hand, as it were, and then, if one’s 
nature be sensitive and musical, the listener cannot help 
feeling that music is beautiful and elevating; that it will 
cheer ns when we are sad; that it is truly a language of 
love, at times deep and impressive, at others gay and 
graceful, like cloud shadows flitting across fields of 
flowers; and that if we cannot understand the meaning 
or mission of music upon earth* we can enjoy the pleasure 
it gives, those wondrous pictures to the imagination of 
the great world of sound. 
Sight Reading.—In a judicious practice of playing at 
sight, one can best acquire a faculty of reading well, 
soonest become skilled in playing, and most surely 
become possessed of a musical character. The main 
thing is, to strive quickly to get a clear conception of the 
piece. Bnt, as quickness of apprehension is seldom a 
natnral talent, it being in most persons only the product 
of a facility acquired by long practice, the following 
observations may not be superfluous: In order to obtain 
a quickness of apprehension, one must not at first 
endeavor to apprehend the whole at once, but go 
through the thing gradually. 1. As quickly as possible apprehend and analyze the 
time.. ...... . 
2. As far as possible guess out the harmony, which can 
be done by directing the attention more to the left than 
to the right hand. 8. Avoid all precipitation, when ; thq; passages are 
somewhat intricate, and play them, so to speak, accord¬ 
ing to convenience.“ 4. Never be afraid of doing anything inkoo imperfect 
a manner, while you endeavor to play on in due succes¬ 
sion, but rather fear not to "do it, which happens when 
one hesitates or stops daring the performance. 
If one only avoias being frightened from his purpose 
by apparently serious difficulties in the first commence¬ 
ment, he will al ways overcome some of them with every 
repeated performance, and indeed there is often in that 
case no further exercise necessary, or, - at moBt, vei^ 
little.—The Organists' Journal. 
MUSICAL ENVIRONMENT, 
inrtace.” An artist will maxe mamtest maaen oeauties noiprecucameior-ie pnpn to auen auoiuns ai coce, All music teachers know how desirable a musical en- 
n a piece that the amateur never dreamed of, notwith- hence the necessity of doing the piece from its mechani- ^ronment ig_nay> how necessary it is, to obtaining the 
.tending he had played it for years. On the other hand, cal and theoretical sides first that his mind may eventu- best re8ult8 from our WQrb> Where it d()(JH not exist to 
■he amateur hears the artist play what seems to him a ally be free to develop expression. begin with> j 8eQ QQ reas0Q wby a teacher should not set 
ample piece, so he buys it, but is disappointed and says -- about creating it. With so many, music-teaching is 
hat there is nothing in the piece. Why this failure and MAKE HASTE SLOWLY. reduced to the matter of merely giving so many lessons 
lisajJ^ointment? Caryl Florio, in the Musical Courier, There is no greater hindrance to advancement than for so many dollars. I know we must live, but if we 
jives a hintras to the solution of this, as o ows: ne tbe a]mosb universal too rapid tempo in which pupils make music, the primary object of our labor, and our 
the distinctive peculiarities of Mr. Bumme s p aying per8-lgt jn p]aying. No truth is more necessary to im- living the secondary object, I am assured that the living , 
[ believe to lie in the fact that he so utter y ma es you pre88 on tbe pUpil" 0 mind than “Put all of your, effort is much more certain, and better than if we make money 
iorgefc the mere outside clothing of a work and shows accaracyi and vel0city will take care of itself/* all we work for. 
pou its inmost heart. Through such a treatment pas- ^bjje tb;s ruje bas exceptions, still it cannot be too First, I consider that teachers’ and students’recitals 
jages which had before seemed insignificant or unneces- mucb insjsted upon in most cases. The Christian Union and concerts constitute the most important factor in ere- 
lary suddenly take on meaning and importance ; etai s gjvea a g00d point about Jhaste in the following: ‘.‘Haste ating a congenial musical atmosphere. I have from ten 
hitherto overlooked now show themselves as vita por- and fear brutalize and destroy many of the finest possi- to twelve students’ recitals each school year, and manage 
tions of the story; and (not least of his greatnesses) t e b;btje8 Qf jjfe> To be in a hurry is never to see things to give at least three concerts. In addition I give two 
technical difficulties which may occur are not on y or- c]eariy ap<l see them whole; it is only to get glimpses of or three piano recitals myself, and at each of these 
gotten by the listener but absolutely burie out o sig t tbjDg8> To be in a hurry is never to be able to coordi- I prepare something to say about music in general and 
by the predominating influence of the soul ° t e piece nate things, and put them in a large and natural order the programme in particular, and also about the authors. 
they seem to exist no more for the player t an t ey one>8 thought. The hurried man not only does not I also, each year, give at least two organ recitals in a 
do for the auditor. _ see things clearly, but he does not see them in their church here, and thus reach some that I could not reach' 
. In the Beethoven sonata all these actors came orci- rjgbt proportion or in their natural order ; his vision is anywhere else. The organ is only a cabinet organ, but 
bly into play; the formal framewor o t e sonata is- botb b]arred and confused. To see things clearly is the it is one of the very best made, and I am able to play 
appeared and left in its stead a ivmg romance, a con- grgt gtep. £0 meditate upon them profoundly, and so to some very fine music on it. Next, I have organized the 
nected story, which went logica yon its way untram- penetratfe their secret and get whatever truth or.power is nucleus of an orchestra. . At present we number thirteen, 
meled by conventionalities of form or movement. ;n them for ourselves, is the second and more important I have also in hand a military band of eighteen. I might 
An artist has the faculty of making small etails ea - 8t0p The man in haste neither observes nor meditates, add that the members of both band and orchestra are 
ing points of his play. The amateur plays on yt e notes, -phe world flies past him, and leaves nothing of itself all young people of from ten to seventeen years of age, 
the artist what the notes express. The gifted pupil may por h;m gave a blurred and confused vision.” When and that five members of the orchestra are girls. Be 
study with common teachers all his life and never be the pupil can be restrained and kept into a slow practice sides this, I have a string quartette which meets twice 
able to give anything but an amateurish rendition o a Up0n the difficult passages until they are learned by the every week. Last, but not least, I have a brass quartette, 
piece, but let him take lessons of an artist-teacher and bands a8 we]j ^ the head, then velocity practice is to be and as I have no. difficulty in finding good music arranged 
his playing is vitalized, revolutionized, and he brings out ;n8i8te(j upon, and contrary to the general usage, a very for such a combination, this is a more important matter 
those things that ma^e the ideal performance; for these 8jow tempo is to be maintained until the passage is than might be imagined at first sight. One other instru- 
subtle points are only taught by personal inspiration. learned, then velocity is to be attempted at once, and mentality remains to be spoken of—the local press. I 
' ~ not a gradual quickening of speed, keeping up with the have all along written articles which were printed and 
“ The advantage of living does not consist in length supposed advapeement in learning the piece, for this read by a great many more than I could reach by any 
of days, but in the right improvement of them,” said gnt leads to establishing a feeling of Unrest, impending other means. My fellow teachers will readily see that 
Montaigne, and in giving a lesson, it is not the time disaster, of surely breaking down; but if velocity is put this means nothing less than labor. I might add that it 
spent but the ideas given that makes the lesson of off till the head and hands are ready for it, then comes is labor for which I get no pay,—or to put it better, I get 
no immediate return. The recitals are all free; the les- 
sons to band and orchestra are donated, nor do I receive 
anything for the articles, directly. But I cannot help 
noticing this, that where, three years ago, one person 
was interested in music, I ®hn now find scores; where 
three years ago scarcely anybody-would come to a piano 
recital, now more come than can be accommodated; where 
three years ago I began with a class of five or six pupils 
who did not know whether they wanted to take music 
lessoas or not, now I have all that I can possibly attend 
to, and Whose lessons are not confined to piano alone, 
but to violin, violoncello, cornet, and clarionet, and I 
have never solicited a single pupil. 
I write this in no Bpirit of self-laudation, but to show 
that the results can come only from the hardest possible 
work, and work for which no immediate money return is 
forthcoming. But when the results do come they are 
j immeasurably great. - - Moreover, the right kind of teacher 
need never be afraid of unscrupulous or unworthy com-, 
petition. He will always be able to hold his own, for let 
hip work as he ought to, and people soon become edu- 
cated musically, and begin to know jnst what to look for, 
and no unworthy competitor will be conntenanced. ;; 
I maintain that where no musical atmosphere exists, 
it can to a great degree be created, an1 it it is the 
teacher’s duty to do so, but he will do ythe 
right kind of work—plenty of it, and disinterested wer 
at that. The following verse (by 
a recent magazine) is ver appropriate to conclude with, 
I think:— 
If only we strive to be pu 
To rwh of us all there will come an hour 
When the tree of life shall buret Int* lower. 
And rain at our feet the RloriouBdower 
Oi nfiltlr • gi er than e* 
worth. True teaching consists of leading the pupil to 
find out the next step for himself, and not in telling it to 
him. When he finds out a fact for himself he is pleased, 
interested, and remembers it; 1)ut when he is told, he 
takes no interest and neither understands nor remem¬ 
bers the fact explained. 
-— BY ERNST BROCKMANN 
MORE THAN ONE SIDE. -- 
Both teachers and pupils are too much inclined to be . In m? room th«e stands a blackbc 
satisfied when they see bat one side of what a piece of ’n C0158*an* ' w ®n a¥f * 
music consists. There' are three sides to the study of m,°“ents aad inatl0n« 1 Tfte 
any piece: its technical, the poetical, and its expres- w *c ma^ e f ^ u. " my P^P'8* 
sional. The piece should be analyzed minutely till it is of the8e„httie hmtB f8t C0Pied 
clearly understood in all of its parts, the best touch de- wa 8 °'i 0or muB1C r0°m8 saoa 
cided upon for each passage and effect, the amount of ut® to t e a vanpement o onr pupi s, 
force to be given to every part, and the points where the W°™, ^ ^!0U an am 0 
phrases divide and the accents and climax of each. T 1<erf 18 8omet ”"rongwit . 
Tjr, ,, , ,, . ,, e studied music a year or longer and can When the pupil can play the piece well from these , . . J 
, , . . , v ii r t. j i . j piece m such a manner that it will 
standpoints, and has all of its hard places worked up , , _ 
till they go easily, he is ready for its msthetical study; tho8e wh« hear‘ We WOn^d r«comn,e> 
to exercise his taste and let his emotions come into play, ea8|®8*> 8 or*;eB*1 Piece 1D er Port ° 1( 
to give place to his imagination, to give life and an ef- Qn*’, ^er ec*‘‘ ,. . , ... 
fective vitality to the piece. But how few take a com- .... 
prehensive view of a composition and see it in all of its ^ta? ar ™a81c a a881ca niUs^e' 
phases. . An educational journal has to say of this d'Scult. Then should come the ami 
, , e „ 4< T\-ar . • j . , mnsie, such as requires great technic broader outlook as follows: Different minds take , ~ _ 
AMBITION, 
Every one must educate himse 
teacher are bnt helps; the work is 1 
mm 
HISTOEIOAL OYOLE OF THE SOMATA. form with a boldness that might frighten timid and color4 
""' 1 L servative people; but at the same time it is evident that 
by Richard burheister. in none of his piano compositions did he carry through 
■ , _ . _ .. . SO strictly and methodically his own plan and form. 
Mozart s Sonata in 0 minor was composed in his last The four principal themes, which are in admirable con- 
. It is preceded by a Fantasia which truly trast,—thoughtful, energetic, grand and tender—appear 
deserves its title, as it is, even for our time, very fan- almost successively at the very beginning. Quire as 
tastic and bold in the changes of harmony and rhythm, new also is his method of. treating and developing the 
The first movement of the Sonata opens with an ener- themes. But as soon as one is used to this new and 
getic theme, the second movement with its soft melody startling form, the beauties come out and shine so much 
hear great I and delicate embellishments might have served Chopin the more; and the work is recognized, as a masterpiece 
i. cast in one colossal mould; 
10TIS 01 k PEI TOPICS, 
BY a« N. LOSS. 
The antipathy with which pupils generally regard the j period. i  _  
practice of dassi nposit subject scour- 
agemen id especially tl b 
situated remote from art centres. Teachers who are 
located in large cities where their pupils can I 4 „ 
artists, have an advantage in this respect over their less JJ® 8 juodel on which to compose Ms ‘famous nocturnes.
ihe last movement is very expressive on account of the 
torlunate Dretnren. contrast between the melancholy principal theme and Grieg, one of the foremost composers of the‘‘ Scandi- 
Yet, notwithstanding this advantage, metropolitan the strong and abrupt phrases and chords following it. navian" school, shows in all of his works an extraordi- 
teachers often find it difficult to obtain fromtheir pupils - _ * nary originality. It cannot be denied that he gave to 
the required amount of practice on classical pieces. If , ®esthoven, though he kept within the...limits of the the music world entirely new harmonies and rhythms; 
thev do it is not infreauentlv unsatisfactory listless Jorm' brought about a revolution as well in piano play- though he found in the old Scandinavian folk Bongs 
they do, it is not infrequently unsatistactory, l sttess, ,ng a8 m composing for the piano. He is the founder of the material ready to be treated in an artistic way. In 
and indicative ot non-mterest. While pupils may enjoy the dramatic piano playing, and his sonatas are dramas, all his works the resolution of the seventh into the fifth 
the classical renditions of the artists, they will, at the trilogies, tetralogies. They are necessary parts of the is characteristic and prevailing. The Sonata in E 
same time, display a wonderful aversion to the study of education of to-day; _ so the feet that they were never minor contains all these artistic qualities in a very high 
i . . » _ played m public during Beethovens lifetime, is very degree, 
these same works for themselves. A part of t ese bard to realize. His compositions are generally divided - 
pupils are devoid of the Divine spark; others are unin- into three periods. The Sonata Appassionata belongs Brahms is a continuation of Beethoven ; but in the 
terested—especially is this the case with country stu- to the middle period, and was composed in his thirty- same proportion as Goethe’s Second part of “ Faust” is 
dents—while some become discouraged. Jea£» when he had just completed the Eroica. the continuation of the first. He is the philosopher 
This state of affairs is not alwavs dne to the bad taste 4fter,the . ata pathetique and the Moonlight Sonata among the composers, and in his greater works-Sym- ihis state ot allairs is not always due to tbe baa taste the Appassionata is perhaps the most popular. It is phonies, Chamber-music, etc.—for the great mass of 
of the teacher, who is generally a conscientious worker, like the stormy life of an artist who fights against the listeners he is still a book sealed with seven seals, 
but the method or application is nearly always wrong. whole world and his time. It seems almost to be the However, for the earnest music student and true music 
After all, the study of popular music is not so disas- expression of Beethoven’s own life. It is very striking lover, his works will always be an inexhaustible treamre- 
. ___ __ j » f • that the first movement, which with its powerful and house, full of the most delicate beauties in musical art. 
trous as some teachers pretend A great deal of this noble themea and their forward-pressing development, Depth is the most characteristic quality of his genius, 
class of composition is not traBh or artistic poison, by breathes grandeur, nevertheless ends softly, thns sug- and no one can escape from this impression after hear- 
any means; but the thoughts expressed are mostly repe- gesting a cessation or exhaustion of the fight. But this, ing even his first opus, the Sonata in C major. In its 
titive, unclarified or bnt faintly original, which fealts *8 otdY temporary; for while in the following slow first, second and fourth movements there is besides a 
... ... . „ • movement the almost religious theme with its delicate most remarkable power and fire; while his way of 
commit it to oblivion m the course of time. Yet it has variationa expresses resignation to fete, suddenly, with treating the simple theme of the second movement (an 
a mission in its day—it forms a stepping-stone to the sharp chords the call for fight is heard again, and a wild old German love-song) is most subtle and delicate, 
higher forms; in its exclusive cultivation lies the hurt, and ferocious.continuation of the struggle follows. The ___ 
The baneful influences of low-class novels “tin the ends Wllb a fnccession of obstinate chords and RUflfTFSH 
. . - , , , , _ stormy passages which seem to say; “Never give up.” duvjuuoo. 
minds of children is too well known to demand proof.; _ ° - » 
but turning the same child unguided toward the higher With Schubert the day of the German romantic school Beaconsfield declares that “ The great secret of suc- 
realms of literature only makes the matter worse. Few breaks in. It is not difficult to recognize at once in his °a88 ia n “ ^°pPortu°'ty 
unformed minds relish the m'etaohvsical sDecnlations of A minor Sonata—his first one—the composer of the How many there are who accept positions,that 
unformed minds relish the metaphysical speculations ot immortal The whole Sonata 8u H8t8 a den they are not competent to fill, because of the lack of 
Bulwer, or George Eliot, or the newer realism of How- where themes like beautiful flowers are found in abun- borough preparation. It is right and proper to have 
ells ; their disgust at the higher art only gravitates them dance, and without a search. The variations in the ?xalte<* ambitions and earnest desires to occupy high and 
more forcibly to the loW. second movement are built on a most delicate melody, pla«»* but one cannot hope to succeed and 
This is precisely the case in music, only not so dan- while the la8t movement is like a fiery tarantelle. [he^responsfoiliSSmbSSt”p^hlm * With man” 
gerous, for the simple reason that music cannot express t_ Wpher the sun of the German romantic Rchnnl and perhaps the majority, it is a great straggle and 
as low thought as literature. We may repeat that all shoSe in the greatest brillfency While Tu his operas TO*"* hfoie ■«*“«• *ain a “--od education, 
popular music is not trash, nor are all ephemeral novels the dramatic element is admired the most, his piano 
Hanccrnns compositions are especially distinguished by grace. The old masters, and this is also true of scores of eminent 
dangerous. . , Sonata in A flat deserves the name of Kzno Sonata modern ^ho have achieved greatness It there 
The only way to overcome this antipathy against high more than any similar work by any other composer. It we!;e no ob8tacles in oar road> there would be no V1C“ 
art is to fortify the pupil’s reason against the lower would he utterly impossible to transcribe it for any t0™?8' r . „ „ , . . , , 
forms. This can ool, be done by perseveriog and other iaatromeot. The charm of the work lies to a “*1. It'if “‘,£f^latS 
jndWoos eaplMations of the msthetical laws that go.- taSu^fear^yeMMsf * em“’ »“”*• bu““ “ o^apatlon it hath little dignity, haying 
era high art. Theory ana harmony are invaluable here r _. ■■ 1 for its object nothing better than mere entertainment 
if annlied carefnllv a and pleasure.” George Handel was passionately fond 
ii 1 ...... ' Schumann is the evening of the German romantic 0f sweet sounds, from his earliest childhood, but he 
People are generally less discriminating in art than school. When he is soft and tender his music suggests seem8 to have encountered strong opposition and dis- 
they are in literature. : You will often find that people a mild and _lovely summer evening, and when he is appointments in his early musical endeavors. For fear 
who read the best literature will prefer the poorest trash 8tormiuS and roaring one can easily imagine a tempest- tbat be ghould learn the gamut, he was not permitted to 
to the classics From that one mav come to the con- a0n8 ^mte^ nJg j Nextt° -jj ?VnD’ he wa8 attend concerts, not even the public school. But the to the classics. *rom that, one may come to the con composer who had the most decided influence upon his hope8 and de8ires Gf the persistent boy were not to be 
elusion that it is all a matter or cultivation. Educate followers, and he founded a school which has even till frustrated • not even by the stern father. Dr. Handel. 
the pupil once to the point where he can see the trivial- now a great number of enthusiastic disciples. His Peter Cooper, the founder of the Cooper Institute in 
ity of trashy music and his reason and taste will at once Sonata, in F sharp minor might be called a colossus. New York City, was a frail, poor boy, and had scarcely 
reiect it for all neonle however ignorant desniRR *t ls.a powerful work, having the strongest sentiment any 8Choolopportunities. It was while he was working 
reject it, lor ail people. However ignorant, despiBe and depth. The 8onata is like a grand mountain land- for fifty cents per week, that he determined, if he ever 
superficiality when it is made apparent. scape in which the first, third and fonrth movements possessed riches, to build an institute where the poor 
“ The ordinary pupil cannot be surfeited with arsthet- stand out as three high and fantastically formed peaks girls and boys of New York might obtain a free educa- 
ical culture, and the teacher who takes the loftiest forms 8arround*Dg a lovely valley, ^he second movement. tion. 
of thought and utilizes them in his business interests, will Chopin, also a master of the romantic school, does di8^3ufoChabitB°fof^ Ms^her^Ludwig^an^efooven-s 
very likely be the most successful. Ihe broader a gen- not belong exclusively to one nationality. Born in earjy fife wa8 spent in the midst of poverty and misery, 
eral education the musician possesses, the more valuable Poland, educated by German music and living and But the eager desire for a learning in music burned 
will be his services as a teacher.” dying in Franpe, he had no home; but Mb works have witbin him, and nothing could defeat his earnest purpose. 
found a home in every country in the world. If any one Robert Schumann was sent to Leipsic, to study law, 
■* ’ * * deserves the name of tone-poet, he is Chopin. Of his but jurisprudence was a dry and uninteresting, study to 
A very , good exercise to commence one’s practice ® flat minor Sonata the third movement, the foneral a horn musician, and he soon decided, against the-pro- 
with is to nlav thromrh the evcle of maior nr minor test of mother,guardian and tutors, to devote himself 
L 1 I t,Jf 
— 
PUBLISHEB’S NOTES very fine lot,of, photos bf the. 'gr^at pianist Although it has become the custom to repeat the acci- 
photos are very handsome and large, dental In life octave above or below,, it would be unwise 
s. these we will dispose of at $1 26 each, i, 7. ... .. 1 , 
here is but a limited lot to be had in this to rely uPon ,fc> « there are many editions, and 
jan only be had from us. good ones too, in which the new method will not be 
_ __ found Of course although not absolutely lecessary, 
<■- v no harm is done »v the repetiti n >f the accidental 
EXT RAO R D1 NARY O FFE R 
OPES UNTIL JUNE 15TH, 1892 
Before the season -closes we will give onr patrons one 
more special offer on a few new works we are now 
issuing. We have received many thousands of orders 
from our patrons for new works in advance of publica¬ 
tion, and we have yet to heir the first complaint. Our 
offer only embraces works of real merit, and they are sold 
for about the cost of paper and priming, our object being 
to introduce them to buyers of music. Our offer this time 
it unusually attractive. 
We will send the following works, on June 15th, for the 
sum of $2.00, if Cash is sent with Order:— 
Concert Alban Vol J j Por contents 8ee below 
3. Touch and. Teclinic, Vol. IV, School of Octaves. 
4. Writin» Book for Students at Music 
5. Schumann’s 68 Rules for Young Musicians. 
6. Sherwood, L. H., Etudes for Piano, Vol. I. 
y <1 << >> It 4* J[_ 
8. Mathews’ Standard Course for Piano, Grade II. 
Ques.—What study, or piece, of about equal length, 
is of same diffi uliy for left hand, and also fourth and fifth 
finger work, as Chopin Op. 10, No. 2? Kindly reply in 
next Etude to - f. e. b. 
Ans.—You will find in “ Cramer’s 100 Studies,” 
original edition; several studies for fourth and fifth fingers. 
See Nos. 28, 29. 38, and 40. MoscheleB’ Op. 70, No. 3, 
is a study similar to the Chopin, in being chromatic, bnt 
the work is for the first and second fingers. Thalberg 
Op. 26, No. 1, is good practice for the fourth and fifth 
fingers. Hunten, Op. 81, No,. 12, is a short study with 
■chromatic passages for fourth and fifth fingers of the 
right hand and first and second fingers of the left hand, 
combined with sixths and octaves. h’B. 
Ques.—In the arrangement of the voices of a chorus, 
as the director stands facing the signers, are the sopranos 
upon his right or left hand? A Subscriber. 
Ans.—When the sopranos are at the right hand, the 
tenors behind them, the altos left, and behind them the 
bassos; when the sopranos are at the left hand, conse¬ 
quently the tenors behind them, the altos on the right, 
with the bassos behind. Both are good positions. The 
only question is, “which suits the conductor better?” 
| Seidl. 
These nine volumes will be sent out all at one time 
(June 15th), post or expressage paid by us, for only 
$2.00. Those ‘that have a running account'with us can 
have the offer charged on the May account. This is 
the only special offer that will be made for these works. 
We art! issuing Two Concert Albums of Pianoforte 
Compositions. They will contain some of the best 
music we publish. The music is such as you hear at 
Musicales and Concerts. They will be in large sheet 
music form and finely gotten up. They will be sold at 
One L ollar each, but in advance of publication we will 
receive orders, for cash, at Forty Cents each and pay the ?ostage, which will take about one-half of this amount. 
'his offer will positively close June 15th. - A glance at 
thfev.eohtents. will .give a good idea bf ■ the ■- worth, of the 
volumes. - 
contents-—concert album, vol. >. 
Chopin, Op. 9 No. 2, Nocturne. Heller, St., Op. 45 No.JO, Village 
Tsctiaikowsky, P., The Skylark'- Fete. ' ~ ‘ 
Moszkowski, M„ Op. 15 No. 1, Schumann, in., Op 124, Slumber 
. lade - tig 
Hummel, J. N., Op. 52, Hondo in Delioux, Ch., Op. 14, Marche 
• ■ ' Honarq • - 
Mitcheson, Alary F-, Petite Ber- Bacb,8., Loure.in G. - — - 
ceuse. " V. Rubinstein, A., Marche A la 
Kavanagh, I., Op. 2, Polonaise Turque 
Antique. Beethoven, Op. 34 No. 2, Andante 
Von Wilrn, N., Op. 14 No. 2, Celebre. 
Canzonetta. ’ [Moszkowski, M., Op. 28 No. 2, 
Houseley, Henry, Dance Antique,1 Germany. 
Bye-Gone-Days. Chopin, F., Op.28 No.' 15. Prelude. 
Handel, Op. 92, Nc i Mend jh 0| 2 No. 6 print 
De Kbniski, A.,Op. 370, Menuet, Song,. 
Louis XV. Schubert, F., Op. 78, Menuetto in 
Chopin F., Op. 40 No. 1., Polo- B Minor. 
naise. Bubinstein, A., Op. 10, Kammen- 
Schumann, R., Op. 23, Nocturne noi-Osirow. 
in F. Schumann, 
Bubinstein, Anton, Op. 3 No. 1, Soaring. 
Melody in F. 
TESTIMONIALS, 
The new copy of Songs Without Words received. It 
is the finest I ever saw. The Biography is interesting, 
and the critical notes by Cady of great value to the 
student. I shall recommend your edition in preference 
to all others. W. J. Lafavour. 
I received with much pleasure your choice selection of 
Mendelssohn’s Songs without Words. The Btudied anno¬ 
tation, the careful phrasing, the dear print and exeek 
lent paper will hig ly commend it as on« of the best 
Ans.—To yonr query how is the name Deppe pro- 
nounced, I wonld say that it iB a name of two syllables, 
Dep-pe, the final e spoken as in the name of Goethe, 
or in the French article le. A Boston man suggests it 
should be pronounced as if written Dep-per, but you 1 payable in advance ■■■■'. * * . Tijapnlmici n 4 1 r 
know in Boston the r is always a silent letter. w 
Amy Fay. 
B., Op. 12 No. 2, Ques.—-Can you give me the title of a good musical JL 
dictionary that does not cost over a dollar? a. b. 
Ans.—One of the best is W. S. B. Mathews’ “ Pro- 
vol. ii. nouncing Dictionary of Music,” price one dollar. Be- JL 
of'Thee. ’ * in tbeJirovef ’ 0p‘ 19 No‘ 2’ sides the Italian, etc., words, with their pronunciation in Co! 
Moeiiing, Theo., Elfin Dance. Hofer, w. L., Op. 12, Tarantella phonetic spelling, It lias the names of the celebrated Un the HU 1 - , r r at .^ . eta 
Man , w. Oj in No ,1 Had w Cl Sail r Boy comp >s r° nd 1 rt oiogri meal sk tches.t each 
Polonaise . . . - ' , 
Focrster, Ad., Op. 63, Peace of Goldoeck, R., Op. 12, L’Amazone, QuES.—I am at a loss to know what to do about teach- — 
Evening. . n^azurkw n a itr ing *• perfect” intervals. It is so much simpler to call H Goerderler, B., Angels’Voices. Goldner, W., Op. 36. Air, Moldave ‘ , j| 
Geibei, A., Bohemian Melody. Mazurka. each interval major as it occurs in the major scale, and -* 
Biehl, A., Op. ill, Chiming Belts. Ganz, W;, Op. ii. Words of Love, then modify it accordingly. 1 see that Stainer so teaches, K1 
Meyer, L., Alice, Valsede Salon. De Kontski, A., Op. 369, Persian an(J J want to ask if it is not becoming the Custom? f® 
Doro, E., Break of Morn. March, “ ■ 
Macfarren W., Golden Slumbers. Wieniawski, H., Kuyawiak, Polish E. H. * 
Goerdeler, R., Italian Peasants’ Dance. , » „ T. . . . a. ■ j _ , R* Dance, Ans.—It is tine that Stainer and some others have ra 
mi n j , , - . , , sought to simplify the nomenclature of intervals by sc 
The Gady edition of Mendelssohn’s Songs without ,, T> , . . „ 
.Words has met with great praises from the profession. ^ mg all the scale intervals major. Perhaps it is 
It makes all the other editions superfluous. The vol- not so very important a matter. But it is, I think, ^ 
nme does not contain all; the uninteresting ones have unwise to ignore the distinction between fourths, fifths, jr 
been eliminated. It sells for the low sum of 75 cents and octaye8 and the other consonant intervals (thirds hi 
with liberal discount to the profession. All special , . , . - . ,, . ; , * 
offers for the work have been withdrawn.- and sixths) as regards inversion. Major thirds and A 
ttt • . . , , m , j sixths become minor by inversion and vice versa, whereas r. We expect,soon to complete the senes of Touch and _ _ „, , 
Technic. The last volume, on Octave and Bravoura play- consonant fourths, tilths, and octaves not only remain - 
ing, is now in course of engraving, and will be ready for consonances when inverted, but cannot be enlarged or S' 
delivery Jane 15th. We will send thiB last volume, IY, contracted without becoming dissonances. The term 
jtr Sdebrnib6f0re P“l>limi<)“' “perfect” » l-rhap8 as goc,d another to Mark the £ 
_ , , Tr , ■' • intervals so distinguished. Nothing is gained by tl 
o’M.SKil'SiSfe “eteeplifications” »hioh igooro W J 
tain all the best Piano 6uideB of the best composers, fee*8* J. C. F. n 
They will be selected with a view to the modern style of Ques.—DtJes an accidental sharp, flatj or natural v 
piano playing and will be a supplement to Mason’s affect the^octave of the note before which it is placed ? - 
Touch and lechnic. The three-yolumes will reach a My understanding is that an accidental affects ill notes • 
grade near Czerny’s Velocities. We will send these two of the same name in a measure, e. f. 
volumes to all who subscribe in advance, for 26 cents S 
each. Cash must accompany the order. The offer closes Ans. An accidental affects all notes of the satne ( 
June 15th. name throughout the measure, irrespective of the octave. 
iIANO FOR SAKE.—A first-class square piano, new, 
will be sold at a great sacrifice. Address 
Etude Office. 
. jr»“ i »* » ‘TTaCS 
1704 Gh.es tirat Street, ^Philadelphia 
GRADE S—X„ ' ■ ■■ 
ORDER BY 
NUMBER ■ ’’tt- PBICE. 
1172. No wooze^, P. Heart’s Delight. 
Grade HI..........................35 
A captit g piece for teaching ai parlor playing. 
It alls r a clear touch. Is 1 it aft effective 
without be: ng difficult. 
1173. Kavanagh, Ignatius. Polonaise An- 
tiqt . Op. 2. Gi IV. 30 
. ■; A most excellent piece, both for teaching purposes 
and for public playing. Fine study in light and facile 
finger work. Phrases ed. Teachers 
as *< II as j»t pile ve jjoy . i a j it - 
1174. Me r, Oh s. La misuse. 
Op. 147, No. 2. Grade V.. 20 
A piece of fir writh thoroughly enjoyable and 
invaluable'as a study for expression. Phrasing and 
expression as well as the fingering are clearly indi¬ 
cated. Annotated by Charles \V. Landon. 
1176. Bendel, Fr. Nocturne. Op. 92. Grade 
V.  30 
A beautiful melody with rich harmonies. A supe¬ 
rior study in melody for the singing, touch and for 
phrasing. 
1176. Mathews,W. S. B. Standard Course 
ol‘ S in 1 m Grades, B< si.' 
Grade I... 1 00 
Melodious dtudes selected from the best comport:''.), 
carefully edited, fingered.phrased, andannotated.and 
Bupplemei ted with complete di ections for the appli- 
cation of ason’s SyBtem of Technics. Taste as well 
as technic and sight reading will be cultivated by the 
study of these interesting dtudes. These fine Studes 
at eq ua ally to the best pieces >f stf om- 
posers, and will interestthe pupil andtherefore rapidly 
advance him, yet they do riot: sacrifice technical alue 
for pleasing melody, but give a happy combination of 
41« two features. 
1177. Streleski, Anton. Thirty Studies, 
Book HI. Op^lOO, No. 3. Grade IV 1 25 | 11S3. Mendelssohn. 
Pleasing, melodious, and especially useful fitudes for 
the development of technic and expression. They fur- 
nish a good introduction to Heller, and at the same 
. time take the^jdace of the ordinary dry and untuneful 
fitudes that ara-tbo commonly used. 
1178. P.esser, Th odoi School -m - 
Hand Playing, Book II. Grade II... 1 00 
Twenty-two pages of the best easy four-hand music, 
selected for the development of taste, sight reading, 
and time. The secondo part is of about 
tto same grade . the prim >00 composers are ... —. 
ieinecke, Lo Jurlitt, N nmai 1, Weber, Lo m.4 * ged b Chi 1 W Umt >1 A par *<.0. 
horn, etc. effective and charming Seed Organ piece for either 
private or public use. Introduces a novel Reed Organ 
effect. 
35 1196. Mine. It roc bio: ielXI.. 
A fine piece for home rise. Annotated and 
. arranged for the Reed Organ by Charles W. Landon. 
This piece is a c. -e gem. 
1197. loe ini. Guju> Animam. Grade III 
Ar .ged for the Beed Organ by Charles W don, 
with dons, ’in arr ge tent 
of E sini’s p alar classic makes a fine exhibition 
piece. Brilliant yet not difficult. 
36 1198. Gurlitt. Idylls. Grade IIL.../T.. 
Annotated by Charles W.'Landon and arranged ’o 
, f introduce some of the specie effects characteristic of 
the Rf l C 1 aly beautiful. 
1199. ] &rsbei-g. 1 ie Fountain. Grade II... 
I?h npositioniB r i udan stated 
for tlie Reed Organ by Charles VV. Landon in such a 
manner as to fully bring out Its rare, beauties. Suit- 
30 able for home < Lurch use. 
1200. Liqhner. Mattie’s Polka. Op. 135, 
No. 2. Grade II ....... .... ..... .. 
Arranged and annotated for the Reed Organ by 
>5 Charles W.; a. This is a brilliant pleasing 
piece calling for some special effects in Reea Organ 
practice. \ ; • 
1201. M .. - t. Gloria. From Twelfth 
is . Grade IV.... 
Am ;ed and for the Re Orgas?. by 
15 Charles W. Landon, This re wned classic Is bril¬ 
liantly yet-not difficultly adapted to the Reed Organ 
forexl 
1202. Eeisberg, F. J. Bagatelle. Grade II. 
A bright and effective piece, sure to/interest the 
a young player. ; . 
1203. Hollsander, A. March, - Grade VII.... 
Fully, annotated and.with an elaborate lesson .by the 
05 ‘ renowned'pianist arid iriusician, William H. Sherwood. 
This is one of his choicest concert1 selections. A su¬ 
perb compp'BiUori for public use. . 
1204. Kavanagh, Ignatius. Jupiter Waltz. 
Op. 3. Gk$3le V.......... 
-1 A briUlarit/piece fo» good airia *u andadvanced SIls.' Esjp&ially fine for public use. Coptaitis some 
table practice points. ; ; vf / 
‘6° 1205. GoldneivW. Solitude. ©t>.8X. Grade 
ORDER BY 
NUMBER ONLY. 
1187. Gurlitt, O. Galop Burlesque. Op. 
12, No. 6. Grade II. 
Bright, arid brilliant but not at all difficult. The 
motives lie under the hand easily, and are especially 
effective for a piece so easy. No octaves except a few 
that are a 1 libitum. 
1188. Soharwenka, X. Soldiers’ March. 
Op. 02, No. 1. Grade 111................. 
A most interesting march In the well-known origi¬ 
nal vein of this celebrated mposer. 'It has a pleasing 
melody and its ha; and striking. 
Its phrases and rhythmic bw: well marked. 
11HQ fKoh >r,L. Chris us Us, 
U8y* \ “ rien a. 
“C mas irly beautiful an will 
enlist the fullest interest of . the young pupil. It is « 
upei >r study In chord playing wdthefi st use of the 
pedal. “Styrienne” has one of th tiful 
mel es of this class of delightful * ^positions. Its 
?h rases seem to speak as clearly as a line of p try. 
‘ry it 1 Both of these p re far beyond those usu¬ 
ally given to beginners, and they will both deeply in¬ 
terest any child that has a spark of music in its soul. 
1190. Goerdeler, Richard. Evening Star 
- Reverie. -Grade IV......................... 
- eept mall; fine piece in th pt *, at >,i- 't 
ha i ; ique inisre h ng 7 ti.ajo i c mino <« 
its ! cut pb ises. It 1 . • desc inti ; ‘ Bell” 
pe od, ndt e leading » ■ is „• > in a pleasing 
variation that calls for s delicate and clear touch., 
1191. Hoffman, H. Melody. . Grade I. 
» • elt d in ", t 'I*- ici e having lei die 
accompaniment.. Formative and improving to the 
taste, yet delightfully pleasing. - 
1192. Soharwenka, Philip. Bagatelle. Op. 
32. Grade IV. 
A superior teaching piece, interesting and instruct- 
iv - alls i b discrii linating touch legato and 
semi-staccato, as well as for some careful phrasing. 
Nocturne from Mid¬ 
summer Night’s Dream. Grade 111 
An effective arrangement of this musical gem for 
Bee Organ. Lmranget I innotat j iarl< 
W. Landon. 
,1194. Meyerbeer. Chorus of Bathers. 
From the Huguenots. Grade III.... 
A fine exhibition piece especially arranged for the 
Reed Organ and annotated by Charles W. Landon. 
1196. Richards, Brinley. Evening. Grade 
ORDER BY 
price. Number only. ' - . - 
1208. Lichner, H.. ...The. Doll’s Ball Polon- 
26 aise. Grade II.;. 
Bright, tuneful, and thoroughly good as a teaching 
piece. Annotated and revised by Fred. C. Hahr. 
1209. Lichner, H. The DolFs Ball Polka. 
Grade II. 
nc Cheerful and pretty. ; Superior study in touch,slnrs, 
and expression. Annotated and revised by Fred. C. 
i ' ' Hahr. ;v.;v/ ' '■ - :/r/1 
1210. Lichner, H. The Doll’s Ball Waltz. 
Grade II... 
j-jstss',,- ~ . Brilliant for so easy a waits;. Careful and clear touch 
iirade25 needearifor-lits-.best rendition. Excellent study. An. 
notated and revised by Fred. C. Hahr. 
1211. Lichner^ H. Doll’ * Ball Galop. - - Grade' 
II..;........ 
Light and gay, yet well written and a good study for 
young pupils. Annotated and revised by Fred. C. Hahr. 
1212. Lichner, H. The Doll’s Ball Tyroli- 
enne. Grade li. 
Interesting melody and is well harmonized. Supe- 
rior teaching piece for touch and expression. Anno- 
50 tated id lied by Fh 
"; - 1213.: Powell, Edgar J3;Qhanniiur Polka. 
GradeXI .... 
In the popular style. Has a “ takingness ” about it. 
it 1214. Gounod’-Lange. Faust Waltz. Grade 
10 V  
’ Annotated and revised, with a lesson by Charles W. 
Landon. This is a particularly effectivei arrangement 
of this briiliarit composition. It Will be a favorite with 
pupils and teachers as an ttxhlbition piece for home, 
30 musicales, and concerts. v 
1215. Geibel^ Adam. Beatrice Gavotte. 
Grade IV...... 
An uncommonly well-written piece by this celebrated jg blind musician and composer. 
1216. Geibel, Adam. De Land Polka 
Rondo. Grade III....;......... 
An excellent teaching piece for interestirig the pupiL 
it 1217. Geibel, Adam. Lichnerette. Grade 
III  
An enCraodng j^eeri. in 
quantities , • 
on 1218. Geibel, Adam. West oint Cadet 
March. Grade III.. ■ ■. An effbcUvemarch:and a good leaching piece. ; 
1219. Geibel, Adam. Swing Song. Grade 
15 HI.. 
Graceful and pleasing. Well written -for teaching 
purposes. 
1220; Geibel, Adam. Favorite Melody. 
20 Grade III ... 
I. A dainty arid. delicate piece of fine writing; Rxeet- 
- -• lent st :<iy 
1221. Geibel, Adam. Rustic Waltz. Grade 
16 H..... 
An enchanttrig melody, with the light anri graceful 
swing of a Fairy waltz. Valuable study for taste and 
expression. 
15 1222. Geibel, Adam. Little Lighthearts. 
Grade HI. 
Its title indicates its character. It will be found to 
be pleasing. ■■ 
1223. Geibel, Adam. Little Ramblers, 
on Grade II. 
A well-written teaching piece.for the hand and fin- 
• got touch end for accents. 
1224 Bender, Otto.' Prettg Pink Gavotte. 
Grade III. 
A fine Btudy in time. Tuneful and pleasing. 
60 1226. Eeisberg, F. 3. Children’s Festival 
- March. Grade; II............................ 
An uncommonly fine march. Spirited, with good 
: melody and harm idee 
l!f> 1226. Rumrasl, J. Hand-in-H&nd March. 
Grade ...... .. . 
A cheerful and sprightly piece. It'calls for a shnrp 
hri accent, good phrasing,; and discrimination in kuQ >. 
It has adecided and striking content that^^will inteiest 
the young player and improve him in time, touch, and 
: taste. ■ '.V 
1227, Dolmas;; PhL Frona th© Indian.'- . 
-n (Song.) GradeIV...-- ....... ........ 
A superior, piece of part writing. The words are - - 
.. I especially interesting. A love song. Thls is a superior 
piece for concert or serenade. Muted voices, mdiirim 'M 
compass foreach voice. 
OK 1228. Nowoczek, P. On the Hills. Grade 
16 hi.:. 
A good pieice with clear phrases. Calls for half ac- 
' cents;- staecato in'- eoestrasi with legato, and for siurs. . 
Expression Irilly indicated. An liitereetlng parlor and j 
30 teaching pietse. 
' 1229/ Nero, Carlo. Swabian Rose. Grade 
IV .  
Effect! v wrist work' on short > i and octaves, . 
> ae,meloay;and;fer:;hris»^oHvss;i);:AririidiieSil«ia . 
No. 2. Grade VII... 
One of the finest of modern compositions; Beauti¬ 
ful in melody and rich in. harmony. A fine concert 
- piece and a superior one for teaching purposes. 
1180. Bryant, Gilmore W. Absence and 
Presence. Song for Soprano or 
Tenor. Compass, middle 0 to A 
flat above the staff, or G as a. 
choice note. Grade IV.. 
Words and music are beautiful. It is a superiorcon- 
cert sorig of the best order. A good piece for study, 
for but few of its notes go to the extremes of the 
voice’s compass. 
1181. Cheesewright, F. H. My True Love 
Hath my Heart. Duet for Alto 
and Tenor. Grade III..................... 
■ • A good duet for home or concert use. The parts are 
easy and the compass medium; 
1182. Gade, N. W. Scherzo (Aquarellen). 
Op. 19, No. 2. Grade IV.. 
One of this celebrated composer’s best pieces.for ■ ' teaching and home use. It calls for good work from 
tl«, left nan 1. Fat ile fi agei wc rk f i deman le i 
| Beethoven. Allegretto from 7th ) 
11S„ J Symphony, Simplified. f 
1 - da iti • ■ S i rise ( 
^ Symphony. (Theme.) Grade I.. J 
.Ti pieces for beginners. The Beet 
number gives good wrist or Hand touch.practice, and 
the Haydn piece gives practice in the clear arid legato 
delivery of a melody. . . 
1184. Jimgxnann, A.- By Moonlight;.- : Op. 
314/No. A Gradelll . 
A captivating melody; This piece . gives superior 
practice for the study of the clinging touch and for 
bringing out: a mel ay clearly above itslaccompani-: 
menu A fine piece for musicales or home playing. 
( Onkel, Ting. Th©Ouokoo’a\ 
1186,1 oSel5i^’Tyroleseand l1 
v Gfeiid...J :  
Belightfril little 'melodies .for beginners..' Wiil.be 
appreciated by teachers as frirniehirig something really 
good of the first grade, and by pupils as being pleasing 
and decidedly Interesting. . 
-1186. Behr, F. Will o’ the Wisp. Op. 309, 
No. 2. Grade .......» 
Not only a pleasing arid interesting little gem; but 
valuable for the study of the hand or wrist toach. All 
eburdsand inteirralaless thanan octave.Theoontent 
iBpartlcuiariyXilming aridcleartothe c«mprehensiois 
A beautiful piece and valuable for teaching’rises, 
i •; .Makes a, fine piece for playing in musipaies. 
1206. Bshdow, Wm. Tete-a-Teto Dance. 
Grade II...,..;...... . 
A bright little piece for teaching uses. Furnishes 
/ some valuable practice in touch and expression. 
1207. Schmid*, J. O. By-Gone Days 
MM/SM I mm 
MM mm 
SyiATHEWS* POPULAR 
HISTORY OF MUSIC New Pronouncing Pecket Dlcfieiar^: of1 ipjujiteafc;T0iflm : v ■■
' S®«M» TEISSfSSKCT'ira®, 
A new and greatly enlarged edition of the 'Pocket 
Dictions. 3 has . 1 cc tains n . 
d 26CK efinitio aring abont i that is 
required by musical students and teachers. It should 
made, and sketches of the principal composers of be m the* possession of every person who studies music. 
all times. The whole constituting a concise and _ . peice ss® oisbitt©. 
readable account of the process of development Address TTIH1E®I3)®IH»E PKESGEESo 
through which the Art of Music has reached 
its present highly organized and expressive con- 
dition. 
Illustrated with figures of the Instruments, 
Notation, many Portraits and Musical Selections. 
BY W. S. B. MATHEWS. 
1 Volume. 19mo. Pages 359. 'Price $2.00. Beauti¬ 
fully printed on fine heavy paper, and handsomely 
bound with gilt top mmd mmstsi edges. 
Within this brief compass, the author has 
managed to include the essential facts and the 
more significant illustrations of the large histories, 
together with much original matter. This work 
was originally undertaken as a text-book for the 
use of the Chicago Musical College, occupying an 
intermediate position between the very long his¬ 
tories in four and five volumes, and the mere 
skeletons of the smaller histories then before the 
public. The work grew in writing, and illustra¬ 
tions were freely added, so that the result is what 
is confidently offered as the best popular history 
of music yet written, 
AddNSB 
POCKET METRONOME 
SlBPlt, CillEIItll, JH1 IIS IKH85IIE. 
Price, ETiokel-plated, 60 Cents, Met, Postpaid, 
FIRST LESSONS IN 
' PRICE J.'B$i,SQ. 
The author has brought together a valuable collection 
of little pieces, musical and poetic in quality, within the 
ability of children’s fingers and within the range of the 
children’s minds. • They are taken from the most suc¬ 
cessful collections of this class of tone poems for chil¬ 
dren the world can show. 
The pieces are all closely annotated, fingered, 
etc. There is also, at the beginning of the work, 
a few chapters on the object and manner of 
using the work; Rudiments of Musical Form; 
Phrasing; What it is to Play with Expression; 
Subjective and Objective, in playing, etc. 
The work is intended to precede the two vol¬ 
umes of “Studies in Phrasing,” which are among 
‘the. most popular musical text-books now used 
in the country. As a work of genuine useful¬ 
ness in teaching, thevolume cannot be excelled. 
OUR OWN MAKE. 
Price 76 Seats. $6.00 per dozen, by Express. 
This folio is without spring back or ornamental work. It is a simple 
folio in cloth, with three strings to tie the open ends. 
Address THEO. PMa... Pci. 
THEODORE PRESSER 
1704 CHESTNUT ST., PHILA. 
1ANO PRIMER FIVE VALUABLE PAMPHLETS; - 
“On Teaching and Teaching Beform.” By A. R. Parsons and 
Constantin Sternberg...2i> eta. 
“What Shall we Play, or Musical Education in the Home.” 
Letters to a Lady Friend. By Carl 1 ■ , ■ • . slated 
by John Behmann,.........25 etc. 
* < ‘ **» 3 ano ink tion r Teacher or PnpU.” B oys 
He nes,.....15 cfcs. 
' i t 11 ; Stndenn of-I oforte.” 4 -v tion of I v 
• ‘ ml for b ?in 1 E ,«v rtl Borat , , i* ,-*3 
> tbod ot S dy." _ • , tours.) Jy 0. A, Mat „ to...... )cts 
TI16 Five sent by Mail f@i* B@ eta. 
Address Publisher, 
THE® IPHESSEffilp ©feaoflEaosfi Gfi.p 
.PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
BTotes and Bemarkg by Mrasieisuns as ©r. 
Weed. Mason, Mr. Wees, ffi, SBaerw®©®!, 
Mr. All bent IS. IParaoms, eft®. 
It is concise; it is exhausti?- . it is endorsed by most 
of the great American Pianists and teachers. Letters of 
et a endati >1 of it ha 1 been received from tl m * t 
pi ninent r isi ians in more ban twenty differ s < 
State 5 It <. pte is a si be , »rk *• a >st of 
the Colleges in America. Its sales have been phenome¬ 
nal. Its price is very reasonable, viz.: In Cloth, em¬ 
bossed, $1.0® 5 in Board covers, 75 cents, and in paper 
covers, 00 cents* Address 
TBEOBOffiE l°ffiES©IESB9 
' 1704 CHESTNUT ST.. PHILAD’A, PA. 
GROVES’ DICTIONARY 
MUSIC AND MUSICIANS 
The only Complete Encyclopaedia of .Music in 
the English Language. 
Volume ! Now Ready.' $1.00 Each Grade. 
n Cloth, Gilt Tops. Put up in boxes and ._ 
Thl new edition Includes the Index. 
s, (Including Index,) $00.00. . W. S. B. Mathews, with the help of other noted mu- 
= $2.50. sicians and teachers, has taken the whole field of 6tades, 
and from them selected such as are most useful for 
PRESSER, meeting every necessity in a teacher’s experience. 
04 Chest nil street, T achers will be delighted .with the sterling musk" 1 £; - 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. useful technical qualities of these Etudes. 
’ZSB There are ten grades, a volume to each grade, each 
[fit Hand Expels©!8 containinS about tbirty PaSe0> and tbe studies in each 
PIANISTS. volume progressively arranged. The selections are 
exceedingly practical hand gymnasium carefully fingered, phrased, edited, and annotated. Every 
key-board work Weighs only 2 ounces. .. „ , . . . 
...... ® '• i dimeultyis prepared by being first mtrodu. *:t 
Price $1.50, postpaid 
k et iip eh«niiv< outliic ,f mmu» '<■ i ittory from the 
beginning of the Christian era to the present time; espe¬ 
cially designed for the use of schools and literary insti-. 
tntions. - ' ■ 
Address Publisher, 
Theodore Presses, 
1^04 Chestnut Street, 
. 1 Philadelphia, Pa. 
Ml.....I.Vj.>.ivj 
INSTRUMENTS rented at a dis¬ 
tance from Hot/ York, with tho 
privilcgo of purclicca. Sent ap¬ 
plied if instrument is purchased. 
Send for Bental-Furchase Plan. 
npHE CLAVuSB la used and in¬ 
dorsed by the great artists and 
teachers. ■ ' 
BEASSIES:-- ■ .. . . . ^ .-----—, » —— 
. I.haTO been am©! pleased with. the Practise Clavier you so Madly placed at my disposal during my stay in Mew York, and its ns© has 
convinced’.me. of its superior qualitiesm.. an iastrumest for the technical part of piano practice.- I- shall'be glad to take one. of your instruments 
with me to Europe, and will miss no opportunity to recommend your instrument to artists and intelligent students of the piano. 
AMUSUffG AIB IISTEUGTIYE BEAifSfiL Mm liiTilCTlfE, 
ilillid 
A collection of a higher grade of Piano Compositions. 
Also containing an extensive treatise on expression, 
which is as practical as it is valuable. The principles 
given in the treatise are exemplified in a series of the 
finest compositions of the greatest composers, including 
selections from Bach, Schubert, Mendelssohn, Schu¬ 
mann, Chopin, and Rubinstein. 
Irani ¥i® SflsigGa iii©D 
tTm,. ’ BS"W SLEBBLOUS. 
Ilf ’ jfireatwtlBsieaiSsveiljofttaflaJSi 
I S®M»?Se. ®UBTf 
A ©ASE FOE EYEB.Y MTSXC STUBEMT, 
O O 'M T: 23 2*3* T © . 
Genius, Success in Professional Tiife, Schopenhauer’ 
Musical Philosophy, Music of Nature, Head and 
Heart, Sanctity of Mnsic, Church Music, Hints 
to Pupils, Philosophy of the Beautiful, 
Plea for Music, Value of Musical 
The game, which consists of 48 cards,, can be played by 
any number of players. The object of the game is to 
impress on the mind of the players the important events 
in the lives of 48 composers and musicians. 
Address Publishei, 
tion, Expression, Maxims. 
The work is alike Indispensable to the teacher and pupil. To 
joth It o rs valual dvice and couragemen 
p .... ua( ^ int cl in most ext llei t tyle 
Unbound Volumes for 1886, - $1.50, Po 
“ “ “ 1887, - 1.50, 
“ 1888, - 1.50, 
4! “ “ 1889, - 1.50, 
Bound “ “ 1886, - 2.50, 
“ “ “ 1887, 2.50. 
“ “ “ 1888, - 2.50,. 
“ “ “ 1889, - 2.50, 
“ " ’ “ “ 1890,^ -. 2.50, 
“ ■ : ; “ “ 1891, 2.50, 
Odd Back JJumbers, Unbound, 75 cents per 
These volumes .contain from 18 to .20 dollars worth of i 
each year. The various lirtlcles give a great amount of infc 
of permanent value. It is a peculiarity of The Mttwde 
articles are of substantial and lasting worth. Address the Pi 
’ ' ■ THEODORE PRESSER, 
The very best sayings on musical topics, chosen 
from the highest rank of 
lent—ah- oi 
In itk ... - ■ ud fasci¬ 
nating. ' 
station v 
tx».ii¥!1 ISasSi i li]i& 
^ tilMl'"!; 
art ti&k’i iisrrA'/ till o I 
^TRtwTirsr 
S StlEWiMIE' iv.iii 
The Some "Sefiool of Mn@te9 
. HEW YORK CITY, 
MISS MARY H. BURNHAM, - Principal 
5DIT PAUW UNIVERSITY, GHIENSfiSTLE,, INK 
Instruction given it all Departmente of Music. 
Pupil, Classical, Artist, Choral and Orchcatral Concerts, 
Solo, Duet, Trio, Quartette, Ensemble and 
Oratorio Work. 
FIVE 06UR8E8 OF 8TUDY. 
iloom, Board, Practice and $he«i wuslc a? reasonable rates. 
For Circulars, apply to 
JAMES EC. HO Win, DEAHT, OBEEETOABTZiE, IETB. 
For Circulars of other University Departments, apply to 
President, Alexander Martin, d.d., ll.d. College of Liberal Arte, 
Rev. 8. L. Bowman, A.M., 0.T.D., Dean of School of Theology. 
Hon. Alexander 0. Downey, ll.d., Dean of School of Law. 
" .. ~ ‘BchoolofArt. 
Normal School. 
rpHE facilities which New York offers as a residence 
JL for mnsic students are well known, bat the question 
of finding a suitable home is a perplexing one to those 
who coine from a distance. In answer to a number of 
requests I will receive into my family a few young ladies 
as music students. 
The course of instruction will be progressive. Conse¬ 
quently students of all grades will be admitted, but those 
desiring to fit themselVes for piano teachers will be my 
preference. The school year will begin November 1st, 
1892, and will be divided into four terms of seven weeks 
each. Students will be required to remain during one 
term, bat may enter at the beginning of any term. 
I shall personally direct all studies, with such assist¬ 
ance as may be needed. Harmony and musical history 
classes, weekly recitals, teaching lessons, musical talks, 
ear training, etc., will be included in the course. A 
special feature will be the “teaching lesson," when stu¬ 
dents themselves will have an opportunity of giving les¬ 
sens under my superintendence. Vocal instruction will 
be under the direction of Dr. and Mrs. Carl E. Martin. 
A chaperon will accompany pupils to concerts, operas, 
etc. ~ _ 
I refer by permission to Mr. William H. Sherwood, 
Chicago Conservatory, Chicago. III., and to all of my 
pupils; also to Rev. Cornelius B. Smith, D.D., 101 
Bast Sixty-ninth Street, and Sev, Charles O. Bay, Brat- 
tleboro, Vi. All applications to be made before Octo¬ 
ber 1st, 1892. 
For further particulars as to terms, special studies, 
etc., address 
MISS MAEY H. ETOMHAH, 
STEIN WAY HALL, Hew York City, 
"a. - June is t, Br atth fie i o, 1' n on! 
Sananel 8. Pan, 
ALEXANDER .LAMBERT, ’Director. 
- pie. 
Principal of Vocal Department. 
All branches of Music taught. 
Faculty comprises the most eminent 
Instructors. 
——NOTICE.- 
The New York Collage of'Music will remove 
September 1st from 163 East 70th Street to Its 
new and handsome building, 128 and 030 East 
SSth Street. s 
MRS. W. EL SHERWOOD, 
Concerts, Mano Heeifcals and. Piano Instruction, 
Mrs. Sherwood will accommodate two young ladies, as boarders it 
her family during tbe Winter, who desire a thorough musical edu¬ 
cation with the advantages of a home. Address at her residence, 
ill Hsstarj: Si.,, Boston,. mass. 
ORGAN OPENINGS, Etc. 
MR. ALBERT W. BQRST, 
3602 Hamilton St.j Philadelphia, Pa, 
No Chaige for Organ practice. Full arrangements m 
students studying for the profession. 
BAZTEB Es,El$S,3Eg,'S' 
Concert Pianist and Lecturer, 
Address, 178 Trem.ont St.:, Boston, Mass. 
Hr. Perry makes ao. Annual .Western and Southern Tour, from Sept. 
10th to the holidays. Special terns to parties on his direct 
route dealring recitals at that time. 
f ' c . ^V* 1 b ...- 1I€ ’ •!', KUHS 1 
(pupil ov william uabon) 
Instructs Teachers and Students in the 
“MASON METHOD OF TOUCH AFD flOEIIO.” 
Will also make engagements for Concerts or Piano Lectures with 
HI strativ f» rita's 'A.'. >gene it ik li ncet oi < isk 1 
ciations and Oi asses of Students. ■ 
With a Large Faculty of Superior Instructors, and 
a splendid building for its exclusive use, the Oberlin 
Conservatory offers unusual advantages for the Study of 
ii&sic. 685 students last year. Total expense for oner 
year’s study (38 weeks) need not exceed §800. 
Terms begin Sept. 16, Jan. 5, and April S. 
If you- are intending to study Music in any of its 
branches, send for catalogue to 
F. B. BIOS, Director, 
OBERLIN, OHIO. 
HARRY CLYDE BROOKS, 
Tssa@P2 abo imrmsiwoss 
In Voice Culture and Artistic Singing, according to Italian 
Methods. 
Studio Q Euolid A.ve - CLEVELA1TD, 0HIQ 
Mr. Brooke is a pupil of Sig. Antonio Sangiovanni, Milan; Italy. 
IN .'7OXTS BOOKS: 
—The Two-Finger Exercises. 
—The Scales Rhythmically Treated. 
—Arpeggios Rhythmically Treated. 
. — School of Octav® and Bratara 
Pfia fing—in f \ laratloinii _ 
P FIT III. 
' - RT IV JTJlMISbS M!o lAm!Jk,€JWs 
- LEIP8IC AND WEIMAR, 1859-62. 
P0Ar'YrT; TSAMies, ^botebb. 
■-TERMS:.- 
§60.00 for twenty one-hour lessons. §30.00 for twenty half-honr lessons. 
&DD BEfl >: 
3? Fort Avenue, or Chlchering’s, 152 Tremont Si, BOSTON. 
EamsKD^L! iiOTisinra aeii® 
JUlA\L\j/AA $S) €J®l!SISli%'Jkir€&IIS'8r #1? 3SISJSC©9 
WARiEN, OHIO'/ gives instruction in all departments 
of Music, with a thorough, systematic course of study, 
and a faculty of the highest excellence and efficiency. 
Established twenty-two years. Catalogues free. 
■ cffUHOTJS IMA, 
STANDARD WORKS. 
Dana’s Practical Harmony...........82 00 
Dana’s Practical Thorough Bass...................................t 00 
This Aex of Fingering...... 75 
.National School for Gobbet. ...2 50 
Progressive Studies fob ViOLiN.,;ii.i..b.......©.....Each 1 00 
Address the Publishers, 
HDAMA’S EJUSHCAI. INSTITUTE, 
-WARREN, OHIO, 
technic, from the Beginner to the finished artist. Its 
distinguishing characteristics are: An active use of the 
pupil’s mind in technical work, with the resultant rapid 
and thorough development; the application of accents, 
thus developing a true rhythm; a discriminating touch 
that leads to every variety of tone color and dynamic 
quantity, and an effective system of velocity practice that 
secures the necessary facility and speed of execution. 
All of which, Is applied to the artistic and expressive 
rendition of musical compositions. 
W. R H Y S - H E R B E R Ts 
Miras. SBa©.; ®©M M®«1bIIs45 Bg®2 $ 
Teaches Harmony., Counterpoint, Etc., 
JB Y C 6 R R E g", P O N D E N C E. 
Pupils prepared for Musical Examinations. Terms, Moderate, 
Address HAZl El ON, PA. 
MR. PERLEE V. JERVIS, 
OTIEA^CIHIEM. OIF IPI^I^OlFOlEa'iriK 
--AND- 
■ E2A®®IT@ “T®U®fflI AMU) TJECBHI3TC.” 
573 Madison Ave.. New York,}Wednec^Saturday 
141 Montasrue St.. Brooklvn.l1Io™?By»Tuesda7v. 
THEO. PRESSER, Publisher, 
1704 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. Thursday and Friday. FOR THE 
Technic 
From file Von Biilow Edition. 
.PRICE SLBOa FIKHLY IOUND□ 
LIBERAL DEDUCTION TO THE PROFESSION. 
The Volume contains the choicest of the Von Biilow 
editions, which are published in sheet form, in four 
books. This abridged edition can be used in most cases 
for the complete work. Only the most difficult and un¬ 
important ones have been eliminated. O'* 
Address Publisher, 
TME®i MIS@@]Elt9 
1704 CHESTNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA 
GHE0 F. E00T, ? resident. EEEDERIC W. E00T, Director. 
Teachers prepared in the following departments: 
JffcftaSIoss, TSaeory, Iffasie Reading', 
0e&!©©l fflrasle, UBumpcBb Baetulc, 
- Wip&smte samel dim so Wolee Timlmlimr?, 
Sffillffl SIHffsFnm®iray sann«il ®®mii]7i>©allttll®nD, 
as set forth in Thh Normal Musical Handbook, The Teachers’ Club 
Boot’s New Course in Voice Culture and Singing, etc. 
Set >olin ssi nat i IverL ke A m ly omingC , i. 
In tli© £,iiram€!Fs and sis 248 Waba&h Av^mi^ Ofaicagpj, during the 
SCOOOl1 year* ;- ■AO..: 7 31".- : ' 
For circular giving Ml particulars of tbe Silrer Lake School 
> 1 '' .'r-*-. ratorj , also Pi bit Scl k>1 T« ct rs 
Retreat, cddrecs REV. WARD PLATT, Hornellsvillc, 1-1 Y 
Liberal deduction to the profession. 
Send for circular giving full information 
Address 
ii
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■Hiflk 
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-VI' 
riiiimii,., siii 
double^? Success, IJsefui to A!is 
is a muitipie copying' 
'''"■: ^:f^®V'ice,’prbvIdo4'i 'sinvr! 
S<si$8rcPs®^N. piei articlent, and inex- 
pensive. 
THE- EXPRESS DU- 
■■■ - ■ LIO ATOIfrIs- that ap- 
iSUSIOAL SAME. 
ALLEGRANDO 
lastraetioa and .'S’leasta© OosiMaecL 
■ ■ •• A3PLEWID ©ABE FOE'EVEEV HOKE,' 
Shib game soaaJsfe of cards, or, which the different antes and rests 
are printed, one on every carA After a number are distributed among 
the players, the card: are played fe succession and added together as 
they" are played until the value of t> whole note is reached, .when ft 
counts one fcr the person who played,the )«at card mid 3.n«a»lated the 
note. This gives a general idea only. . Full - wi:, 
rales fora asmbar of dlffesent gasaea, tables showing the vstsSsi resta, 
- ■ ax, accompany the game. 
The le 'xh>, to s’. the Piano Organ, fs lin jr ly o herb 
t; those who sing; those who wish to • nncie feste in £.31, ell 
who ore interested in music, need this charming game. 
It teaches the vsine of notes a»4 rests. 
Them* tea >f the no * i. - A. , - . 1 
The various keys in which music ia ■-• ttsa. 
The soft lie. 
Practice ia ransical tetta, 
The easiest way to learn to read samle. 
Ton learn, while playing an interesting gam®. 
It is readily learned, eves by cMMfaea, 
Time devoted to playing this gams ia not1'. ad ainis cat games. 
.4 lea garft i a sen! g past. a 
A new. depaHwn—entirely wattles say other gesso. 
Par ~j can teach their chfldraa the rudiments of candr ev. not- 
musicians themselves. 
.CiifcSBsssliig to old and young, tagtaneraGBd advaacsd alike. 
Those intending to shady wmsiit will Hail: II it their edvantaga to gby 
this |as • .s while I & Swel a ini lag , ssao jb 
Price SO Gemts. 
Address Publish©!?,, 
. vTflE@.o :.P^ESSS^9:;' 
1704- Chestnut Streets Philadelphia, Pa* 
*- , - , Xdberml Me&itcHem in 
r #» < it Beautiful tunes--Cliianriiag melodies;- by: thar'ffijpemoafc church 
muBie composers: intended specially .for-cls«wh:ch'oiia on various 
t * occasions. Cart he used by all Christian denonxiftatibna. Nat a 
" • V.. , ' ' Mymnat, nor fm-uso in (tie petOf but in th&-eSi^tiT, Also just 
, ' I' 'T the thing for musical fEroiiy circles. tt . 
Second MMUon. £©»T© Ovgaviiste an# Choirmwrtere: fifed' ©@ cents for 
——— • . - a sample copy. You may Sind it just what you walk? to brighten np 
A Book for Everybody who wishes to use his Voice services. __ 
Artistically and Hvgieaically/ "if-):P- ' ■ - S 
. ■ ■ For Site of the Atove, Affls’oss 
W„ Wt—Bf&Js As sa irewised assd ©Msai?®©fi ®<aS6ii©m ©ff ■THEODORE PflESSEfi 
41a© w©Ii«&Ea©«H& S»o©&, “ TJs© ©M Itefloxsa ©If , ■ .. . ■ ,, _ 
SiaaBS®®,59 wMcfc-Srs out'of.ppfiEwt,;. v 1704 Chestnut St.,.-i;- . fjiilaielphia; ;Pa. 
0 S’ft IfACl' |?D SP®€S43*I©^' ®®*]B AI,Ii V® 1€!® ©SSB'HiCn®, .Steeps Spies SitaiiSS#' open ateojfijiai.tlae pa< 
tfalJ' RUf ttily Bm©ff 4© sSndemta of 41e© Airt ©fi Sirag^ls^,'in• all tesseSaes, aaaal $£:'©«uBfe-•©leyfmff. 
Agaply ®y' l©44©t’.; f " S© ¥E@E¥ S'ffISI3IS,S,5 
I«A®ffES S"®®M AJBIS®A© ’’©ana be aee©maBsao<Sp4e<fi wltla &®se^ at Ms s*©sW©iDe©. : 'M.&€^essT 
MBS. Ia, SAYB®M® MOFEJSS, 87© ®aE*lt®3.; Aysnane,' ir» 
the great barrier 
Sensitive Piano ToucHj and Wavs and Mean® t-o its Aaqmuv.- 
' sent free, on application to 
upon ' 
MENT. 
!S§i§ 
fli El M IS T 10' 3u> IS 
Ctei Concert fea&d Organs 
atrocted as to insure rs Mo st Beau-, 
operated by the knees. THig does 
which often, through damp weather,; 
ance^ The appesraaee:pf the Organ. : 
Piano. By a peculiar construction 
possible, forming & qualifying boz, ■ 
ity is obtained, differing from all 
gradations of tone become possible, 
design, and voiced so that.fee most 
can be executed without difficulty,'; 
have no stops, but a: so con- 
iiful Effects by the use of two levers 
away with a complies! p ifcion, 
causes much trouble and annoy- 
h that of s handsome Upright 
^'Pfilbb'C^i’liiUierto^iiiridered'im- 
■e remarkable resonating..Pipe qual- 
, Seed Organu, and the most exquisite 
-The Eeeds ara the best, patented 
brilliantAllegretto or Staccato music 
! the same as on a Piano. 
nth it., mi. S8f ©ad 141 
©t, mBTOT, 3 
i mbody the r suits 
of 41' years* dose 
attention, to: organ 
building,' and over 
87,000 are now in 
use and giving per¬ 
fect s ads fa :tion. 
PIANO COMPANY, 
Send for our illustrated catalogue and book of testimonials, free to any address. 
Music Teachers wanted in every town to represent our organs. 
Manufactory, .Wakefield, Mass. 
‘These Instruments have been before the Public for over 
. fifty years, and upon their excellence alone 
have attained an 
UNPURCHASED PRE-EMINENCE, 
Which establishes them as 
OFFICE, 2QB TEHPLE COWS®, 
• ’ E’osi. 
A complete, durable, and exceedingly practical band gymaealnm 
tor preparing the hands for key-bow work., Weigh* only 2 ounces. 
Sand circular, 1 
HWDSOETGoorf S&, UTICA. H.Y. Satalegues and Estimates mpoi a 
,per and wewttl 
Mimmm efc 
mi& mis* -me. 
■ ;; ^==-=*^ 
iClIl STUB! 
BY STEPHEN HELLER. 
. ' -ob— 
'PACT I OF THE f ECHNICM.FOUNDATION OF 
-.;"; . /.' piano piaying,; : 
ready bj Ipril, 1892. Sant- bed - i discos 
of %. We ask the p: feaai i to give t ir hind att* . U 
'eel com they will be as ror it as we 
are. Mai t • e 
■•y. Mr. G of” if n 
est Technical writer of the age, and this Is certainly his nsaster- 
;rttuix. ’ ■ .Ttov . < SAii&m&n pEmAmsiEmEkss 
has long been felt. Me has happily found fch he form f a Les- 
con and Esoreica Boot to be used with tho method. In oar time 
thoroughnece is in the accondency, and without the cooperation of 
the ".Parent/' the teacher can d rife the averag pap.' 
This method develops the Technical Skill, Artistic Taste, and Theo¬ 
retical Knowledge in a practical and agreeable form. In other 
words, “ Music ” in its fullest sense is taught. Fries @1.59, 
The Xaggojr ahd Exercise Book can be used with any method. 
.Price 88 cants. Usual discounts to teachers. 
Address advance orders wife cash to 
Selected from Opus 45, 46, and,47 
from wh ch the exc< as of 
oil ha 
Sc ■ J®ssr© 
tmS M & 3 vised by AlOterfe Res® Par^®aBs Cat?!® Bo ©ady9 
Artor Simefi laxlte JPeny9 ^olta-Ss-Vam 
Cleve, Waiooe <8. SebTCEd9 and ©ntiea W» JtnE§«®o 
These etudes aye carefully fingered and phrased, 
metr lome marks g: use of pedal made dear and 
concise, and each one is described, named, and anno¬ 
tated, tl ntain its and sugges¬ 
tions as to tc ch, style, and methodc stndy. This is 
the finest edition of these valuable Stndeo ever published. 
Address Publisher, 
THEODORE PREiSER, - 
1704 Chestnut Street, • - ^^ilsdelpMa, Pa. 
and io therefore for 
more economical, canting less than one cent a 
cup. It is delicious, nourishing, strengthen- 
B| easel? b«si i >, id admirably s lapti i 
for invalids as well as for persons in health. 
Sold by ©racers everywhere. 
MUSICAL ART PUB. CO., 
2700 LUCAS AVENUE, - -ST. LOUIS, MO, 
SOMETHING ENTIRELY NEW. 
Liiiii9i iiiC irjil If©ftol 
Price GI.BO. ' By CHAS. W. LANDOM. Poreifin Fingering. 
THE “ ODD HOMESTEAD.55 . 
(March Brfltots lea Has§» by OABh SSAEQXS.) 
lid b illlant , •■' '.lit teJ Damn a Thompson and is 
played every night by bis orchestra in the Old Homestead play 
With GREAT SUCCESS. A HICE XEACEMG PIECE. Price 40 CtS. 
Also send for the beautiful .song, “ Hock the LKtie CradSs.” This 
song ia used by the best of singers and teachers. Price 40 cts. A 
liberal discount to teachers. Send all orders to , >■ 
0. W LA®E, Publisher, Gloucester, Mass. 
Complete Copier- sent as Samples on receipt of 20 cts. each. 
This Method is something entirely new. Every piece 
is especially arranged for the Seed, Organ; They are 
acted I om the b< at comp >sers I I- pi ec is copi- 
< j anno it d, lalyzed 1 ndt - rj *0, sible help f ve 
thep pH s io he bes f p act aej an< 5 x sing 
Pieces are carefully graded. Every difficulty is first 
in an easy and attractive form. The Seed prepared 
)r an J jm is lesrlj expl inec (a hith rto u< elected 
feature). Phrasing Is successfully taught. The whys and 
herefo of e rypoii e clearly gi < [any sp« al 
and beautiful Beed Organ Effects are fully illustrated. 
Send for a Sampia _Gopy, * 
ARRANGED IN PROGRESSIVE ORDER 
- 
There are few really good collections of easy in¬ 
structive music. This album will be welcome as 
supplying a need with most teachers. They, are 
pieces intended to form the taste, of the pupil. All 
are closely fingered and edited. "We consider that 
the collection cannot be excelled for formative 
pieces. 
IMPORTANT TO ORGANISTS 
1704 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa, 
A MONTHLY MAGAZINE 
.-'V‘ ■'ftofxff -Jjfipjj: j Tr ~ mi-y 
OBGAIISTS AID OBGAI ST1DEITS- 
^OlLao So 
HIS work is published by subscription. Each vol- 
i ame is complete in, ,12. Parts.All,,the -leMing 
We, the publishenpof “ North American Homes/9 - 
in order to increase the circulation of our journal 
throughout the United States anti Canada, will spend 1 
this year over one hundred tfcsraoaadi'deiiSai’g I 
among our new subscribers in the form of an artistic i 
Crayon Portrait and a handsome frame <as per cut 
below), to be made fee® «»ff eh&rg*; for every; new' 
subscriber to “North American Homes.” Our 
family journal is a monthly pubiication consisting o£ 
16 pages, filled With the bdst literature of tha day, 
by some of the best authors^ and is worthy of-the great expense we are doing for it.. Eight yearn ago.! 
le New York World had only aboutlojQOO. daily cir- 
cnlalion; to-day it has over 809,000. This'was obtained by judicious advertisement and a lavish 
expendi ture of money. What the proprietor of the iV. K. world has accomplished we feel confi¬ 
dent of doing ourselves. We have a large capital to draw upon, andthe Han it some premirawa 
weare giving you will certainly give us the Ii ?, circulation of any paper in the.world. The 
money we are spending now among our subscribers will soon come back to ns in increased cir¬ 
culation and advertisements. The Crayon Portrait we will have made for you will be executed 
by the largest association of artists in this city. Their work is among the finest made, and w® 
gaoriinte® you an artistic Portrait and perfect likeness to the origami There is nothing 
more useful as well &s ornamental than a handsome framed Crayon Portrait of yourself or any; 
member pi your family ; therefore this is a chance in a lifeume to get one already framed 
and ready to hang in your parlor absolutely free off sliarg s, 
BEAD THE EOLLOTOTG SEAOT5 30 EATS’ OFFEB: 
Send us f 1.50, price for one year Bubscriplioh to ‘‘ North American Homes," and send us also 
a photoCTsph.: tintype of daguerrotype 01 yourself or any member of your family,, living or 
deadt and we will make you from same ah artistic half life slat Orayon. Portrait, and t t the 
t’ortrait>in a good substantial gilt or £cw;-m.of g inolt noaldlhs ahsa 
Ere® of charge; will also furnish. 9 
Professional and Amateur Organists throughout 
the coni try ©adore® it. 
The success of the first volume has been unprecedented in the 
h’t>‘ of Orgai Mb inth scorn s; t 
Tha music is selected firom the most practical and latest compo¬ 
sitions of fee best German, French, American and English writers, 
etc., etc. 
We onld like to impres upon 3 tfe 'act feat— - 
. 1 -Bss i io s edited n osrcW at oner, i' > 
attention given to the Phrasl&g, JPiedal Mf&Msag, .Sc^drai&n, ms, 
2d.—T&o Mtsslo is printed frem'Migraved PlaSes (not type). 
3d.—; oney. ( 
4fe/—iVfras of the pieces are too cisli for the Amateur oy tho 
/anist wUTfind a large timber of eompMfNMi 
whisk mm tisiff lo be found mipmtmi im mgmlists# edOiew. 
And in addition there are eight pages of reading matter, consLst- 
; af article , Begistrati 
mony, l&o doscri ions 3 - , Blogra - 
. Orga sera. 
■ BtSt'" '®$ic difo ■ > imi: fsXti^XrsieEt 
developtaestof fee Airt of Organ-Playing/ ’ ‘to;;- 
Sfee Os^auSEta’ Jonrusl oosxauis Twkhts: Pages nsr Each Paet. 
SUBSCEIPTI0H, $S.OO PEE TOB. v 
The first end sssonfi voluiaes aie now complete. The .third vol- 
ume is in «ms» of publication, and rill ba sent, yKsstpasd, ott: 
receipt of fee anbacripiion. ; :■ • 
Ciiealaia and sample pages, giving fell Inforaiatloa, will be scstj. 
: fee, on mdpt of name and .-naarese ■
.... •.‘._.....u:-.....: 
mtn p. smut, 
154 TfiEEIOBT ST., BOSTOB, OOSS., 
SOtE AGEKT HT THE T3I1VHCD STATES POX1 1 
Henry titolff, Brunswick, Germany; The Edwin Ash 
down Collection; Edition Chanot (Violin Music), 
and the Vienna Conservatory Edition of the 
PIANOFORTE CLASSICS. 
All our Instruments contain the full iron frame and ps \ pin. 1 
greatest invention in the history of piano making. Any radical changes 
la the climate, heat or dampness cannot affect the standing in 
tone of our instruments, and therefore challenge the 
world that ours will excel'any .other. 
TEACHERS5 FAY0RI1 
h list of Stailatl EiiieaSIii 
AMD' ORGANS 
Hearly 50 Tears of Success. 
Call and Examine New and Beautiful Styles. 
ESTEY, BRUCE k 00., 181. 7th St., Phils, 
’ E.^HOLT'S 
iLB-mmsm MASS.] 
MiiCldLQllS© !©II®L 
By Edmund Nenpert. Op. 57. Price 78 cents. 
Piauoforte<> By A. D. Tamer. Op. 20. Price 00 
cents. 
jltude MIbbto for tbe Plaraoforte. A collection of 
Etudes for the Pianoforte, selected and arranged in 
progressive order. By. Arthur Foote. Price $1.00, 
Institute if ¥§sa! Harmony. 
The graduates of this school are filling more 
first-class positions as directors of vocal music in 
public schools, colleges, and seminaries than are 
furnished by the graduates of all other summer 
schools combined. We need more good teachers. 
The only limit to what can be taught children in 
music is the ability, of the individual teacher. 
Session of 1892 opens August 2d and closes 
August 19th; Gome to Lexington and learn to 
teach children to sing in perfect tune. 
S' v. ’( circ ill: re d< e 
Specie! Studies m Wests Seales for Pianoforte. By *•»« auth°r of the method, Mr. A. K. Virgil It has 
Fr, i a t. . n an -a • a. already been demonstrated that far greater artistic re- 
Stephen A. Emery. Op. 20. Price ip.25. suits, in the same length of time, are obtained by this 
Method Of Pianoforte Teetolfne. By Charles Butt- method than by any other. Teachers of the piano who 
vould k p aee f- 1 the times should loal - ito the 
Bchardt, with additions by Arthur roote. Price merits of this system. 
$1.00, net. New York’s low summer prices for board reduce the 
‘ cost of living below that of any of the summer resorts, 
The Art of Phrasisgo 30 Vocalizes by C. GHoggner- an(j onr facilities for practice are much better and 
Castelli. Edited by Gb Federlein. Book I, price cheaper than can be obtained elsewhere. 
$1.50, soprano or tenor, contralto, baritone or F°r further information, terms, etc., address, at as 
bass. Book II, price $2.50^ soprano or tenor, ear^ a ^a*e as P0SS*ble, 
contralto. TT&SE WDlMCaOfLi PS^kKI© fHJ @® IL p 
Progressive Vocal Studies for Medium Vole©.. By __26 W° ‘P** Stre®£°i^^lOFJl: 
Alfred Arthur. Price 75 cents, net. A N ew and Original Publication. 
Vocal Method. By Charles E. Tinney. Price $1.00, 3EIOHT FUGUES, 
net. By JOHANN SEBASTIAN EACH, 
iMe Album for the ©rgan. A collection of Etudes WWBl 
for the Organ. Selected and arranged in progres- gy 4 T?.TVTTR TtOTSTTTTnT.'M' A ~KT 
sive order with Registration, Pedaling, and Fin- A highly approved edltion and endorged by the followmg proml. 
gering carefully indicated. By Everett E. Truette. nent artists 
• », tn i 6. W. Chadwick, E A. McDowell, A.M. Dnyernoy, Arthur Foote, 
Price $1.60, net. Niels W.Gade,Fr. Gerneheim, Alex. Guilmant, August Horn, Walter 
/ '• _ , ' McFarren, A. C. Mackenzie, William Mason, H. W. Nicholl, Carl 
Etude Album for Ylollu. A collection of Etudes for Reinecke, Dr. Hugo Kiemann, Moritz Rosenthal, Samuel P. Warren, 
tt. ,. a . . , . , . . Arthur Friedheim, Fanny Bioomfield-Zeisler, etc. 
the Violin. Selected and arranged in progressive Copies for Bale by 
order by Charles N. Allen. Price $1.25, net. THEODORE PRE88ER.* 
Metiomary of Musical Terms and EEemeiats of MusiCo 1TQ4 Chestnut Street,_Philadelphia. 
M- Lo“ “d a B- Bro”r°- Pri,!e 60 CBLA.TTT.A-’D"QTJ-A. 
M-er of Mad Foma. B„ W. 8. B. Ma,he™, SCHOOL OF MUSIC. 
A Systematic View of the Typical Forms of Mod-<> [July 5th—August 19th, 1802.]. 
era Music. Price 80 cents, n . _ . 
_ - Dr. H. R. PALMER, of New York, - Principal 
Complete Catalogues and Schmidt’s Piano Wm- B‘ Sherwood, Piano. 
_ . Sepajiard, LicUmmnn, Violin. 
Teachers’ Manual sent free , ' g. Barry wheeiev, Voice. 
Upon J I t 9 . c, X. V. Flagler, Organ 
AND 
SAMUEL KAYZER, Bireetor. 
Mall C -i r . oliplted and promptly fill 
to all parte of the Coi nt y. 
